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A bstract

This thesis is concerned with iterative joint multiuser detection (MUD) and channel esti
mation for the uplink of asynchronous direct-sequence code-division multiple-access (DSCDMA) systems in multipath channels. For the base station of a CDMA system, it is shown
th a t it is possible to design a receiver th a t can recover the multiuser information symbols
of all the users within its own cell without any prior knowledge of the m ultipath channel or
the spreading codes of users outside the cell. In this thesis, for two different scenarios, we
propose two receiver structures th at take all the necessary signal processing operations into
account simultaneously. In other words, the proposed iterative receivers can jointly perform
channel estimation, channel equalization, MUD, and channel decoding. The proposed iter
ative processing algorithms allow earlier stages of a receiver (e.g., the channel estimator)
to refine their processing based on soft information obtained from later stages (e.g., the
channel decoder) to provide a refine estimate of some signal or channel parameters.
First, a turbo (iterative) receiver structure is proposed for the uplink of coded CDMA
systems in the presence of unknown interference. The proposed receiver consists of a first
stage th a t performs soft interference cancellation and group-blind linear minimum meansquare-error (MMSE) filtering, followed by a second stage th at performs channel decoding.
The proposed group-blind linear MMSE filter suppresses the residual multiple-access inter
ference (MAI) from known users based on the spreading codes and the channel character
istics of these users, while suppressing the interference from other unknown users using a
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ABSTRACT

subspace-based blind method. A novel estim ator is also proposed to estimate the number of
unknown users in the system by exploiting the statistical properties of the received signal,
since the knowledge of the number of unknown users is crucial for the proposed receiver.
Simulation results demonstrate th a t the proposed estim ator can provide the number of un
known users in heavily loaded CDMA systems with high probability, and also the proposed
group-blind receiver integrated with the new estimator can significantly outperform the
conventional turbo multiuser detector in the presence of intercell interference.
Second, we propose another receiver structure th at performs joint iterative multiuser
detection and channel estimation for the uplink of differentially coded asynchronous DSCDMA systems in unknown m ultipath channels. The proposed receiver consists of two
stages. The first stage performs channel estimation, soft interference cancellation and softin-soft-out (SISO) multiuser filtering and the second stage consists of a bank of serially
concatenated single-user channel decoders and differential decoders. The single-user iter
ative decoder for each user consists of a powerful combination of a recursive systematic
convolutional (RSC) decoder with a differential decoder, which work together in an itera
tive fashion. In term s of channel estimation for the first iteration, the m ultipath channel
is estim ated blindly by exploiting the orthogonality between the signal and the noise sub
spaces. For the next iterations the channel is estimated using the soft estimates of coded
bits of each user provided by single-user iterative decoders in conjunction with the output
of the multiuser detector. By exchanging soft information between different stages, the
receiver performance is improved through the iteration process. Simulation results demon
strate th a t the performance of the proposed iterative multiuser detector with integrated
channel estim ator approaches the single-user bound at high SNR.
We also study the effect of an SNR mismatch on the BER performance of the Log-MAP
and the Max-Log-MAP turbo equalizers, and propose an iterative online SNR estimation
scheme th a t effectively estimates the unknown SNR from each block of data. Simulation
results illustrate th at the performance of this scheme is very close to th at of the receiver
which assumes perfect knowledge of the channel SNR even for short block lengths over
high-loss channels.
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C h ap ter 1

Intoduction

Around the mid twentieth century, Claude Shannon defined the basis of the information
theory, showing th a t it is possible to transm it information error free as long as it occurs at
a rate below the channel capacity; however, the solution to the problem remained unknown
until a few years ago.
Claude Shannon was still alive when the answer was finally found at the dawn of the
third millennium. Turbo coding [2] represents a new and very powerful error control coding
technique, which has begun to have a significant impact, allowing communication very
close to the channel capacity. The powerful error correction capability of turbo codes was
recognized and accepted for almost all types of channels leading to increased data rates and
improved quality of service. Turbo codes can operate at 0.1 dB from the Shannon capacity
limit outperforming any coding technique known today.
Extensive research has been done in the application of turbo codes in deep space
communications, satellite/cellular communications, microwave links, paging, in orthogo
nal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) and code-division multiplex-access (CDMA)
architectures. The extra coding gain achieved by exploiting turbo codes may be well spent
to save bandwidth or to reduce the power requirements in the link budget.
The information obtained from the decoders in the turbo code scheme contains not only

1
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the decoded message (hard output), but also the measure of the amount of confidence in
the decision (soft output).
Turbo equalization employs the turbo principle for joint equalization and decoding over
frequency selective channels which produce inter-symbol interference (ISI). In [3], the turbo
scheme using the soft output Viterbi algorithm (SOVA) was applied for detection and
decoding of recursive systematic code over a delay dispersive channel. Turbo equalization
by exploiting maximum a posteriori probability (MAP) algorithm was first introduced in [4].
It is known th a t for equalization and decoding the optimal soft-input/soft-output (SISO)
algorithm in the sense of minimum bit error rate is symbol by symbol maximum a poste
riori algorithm [1], In practice, this algorithm is implemented in the logarithmic domain
in order to reduce the numerical computation problems. The resulting algorithm is called
the Log-MAP algorithm. The Max-Log-MAP algorithm [53], as will be shown later, is
extracted from the Log-MAP algorithm with an approximation. Making this approxima
tion results in the Max-Log-MAP algorithm to be suboptim al and it yields inferior results
compared to the Log-MAP algorithm. In additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channels,
the performance difference between the Log-MAP algorithm and the Max-Log-MAP algo
rithm is negligible. Considering the implementation complexity of the Log-MAP algorithm,
the Max-Log-MAP algorithm is an attractive option. However, as it is shown in [9], the
Max-Log-MAP algorithm is not suitable for turbo equalization over the high loss frequency
selective channels [15].

1.0.1

Multiuser Communication Systems

Since the telephone was invented in the late nineteenth century, there has been a steady de
velopment of telephone services, and the number of subscribers has continuously increased.
One of th e most revolutionary developments in telephone service in the late twentieth cen
tury was the introduction of the cellular variety of mobile phone services. As the number
of subscribers has explosively grown in the wireless communication systems, provision of
the mobility in telephone service was made possible by the technique of wireless cellular
communication. As the bandwidth over the wireless link is a scarce resource, one of the

2
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essential functions of wireless communication systems is the multiple access technique for
a large number of users to share the resource. Conceptually, there are mainly three con
ventional multiple-access techniques: FDMA, time-division multiple-access (TDMA), and
CDMA. The multiple-access technique implemented in a practical wireless communication
system is one of the main distinguishing characteristics of the system, as it determines how
the common transmission medium is shared among users. FDMA divides a given frequency
band into many frequency channels and assigns a separate frequency channel on demand to
each user. It has been used for analog wireless communication systems. The representative
FDMA wireless cellular standards include Advanced Mobile Phone System (AMPS) in the
United States, Nordic Mobile Telephones (NMT) in Europe, and Total Access Communi
cations System (TACS) in the United Kingdom [16]. TDMA is another multiple access
technique employed in the digital wireless communication systems. It divides the frequency
band into time slots, and only one user is allowed to either transm it or receive the informa
tion data in each slot. T hat is, the channelization of users in the same frequency band is
obtained through separation in time. The major TDMA standards contain Global System
Mobile (GSM) in Europe and Interim Standard 54/136 (IS-54/136) in North America [17].
GSM was developed in 1990 for second generation (2G) digital cellular mobile communi
cations in Europe. Systems based on this standard were first deployed in 18 European
countries in 1991. By the end of 1993, it was adopted in nine more European countries, as
well as Australia, Hong Kong, much of Asia, South America, and now the United States.
CDMA is another multiple access technique utilized in digital mobile communication sys
tems. In CDMA, multiple access is achieved by assigning each user a pseudo-random code
(also called pseudo-noise codes due to noise-like autocorrelation properties) with good autoand cross-correlation properties. This code is used to transform a user’s signal into a wide
band spread spectrum signal. A receiver then transforms this wide band signal into the
original signal bandwidth using the same pseudo-random code. The wide band signals of
other users remain wide band signals. Possible narrow band interference is also suppressed
in this process. The available spectrum is divided into a number of channels, each with a
much higher bandwidth than the TDMA systems. However, the same carrier can now be

3
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used in all cells, such th a t the unity resource factor can be achieved in CDMA systems. It
assigns each user a unique code, which is a pseudo-random sequence, for multiple users to
transm it their information data on the same frequency band simultaneously. The signals
are separated at the receiver by using a correlator th a t detects only signal energy from the
desired user. One of the major CDMA standards is IS-95 in North America [18]. The use
of CDMA technology in wireless cellular systems began with the development of the IS-95
standard [18], one of the 2G systems, in the early 1990s. At th a t time, the focus was to
provide an efficient alternative to systems based on the AMPS standard in providing voice
services, and only a low bit rate of 9.6 Kbps was provided. The main markets of IS-95
are the United States, Japan, and Korea, the latter being the largest market, with over 25
million subscribers. The success of IS-95 in Korea is based on the adoption of IS-95 as a
national standard in the early 1990s. Now, CDMA is considered as one of the fastest grow
ing digital wireless technologies. CDMA has been adopted by almost 50 countries around
the world. Furthermore, CDMA was selected as a multiple-access scheme for the third
generation (3G) system [19]-[21], In addition to FDMA, TDMA, and CDMA, orthogonal
frequency division multiplexing (OFDM), a special form of multicarrier modulation, can be
used for multiplexing for multiple users. In OFDM, densely spaced subcarriers with over
lapping spectra are generated using fast Fourier transform (FFT), and signal waveforms are
selected in such a way that the subcarriers maintain their orthogonality despite the spectral
overlap. One way of applying OFDM to the multiple access is through OFDM-TDMA or
OFDM-CDMA, where different users are allocated different time slots or different frequency
spreading codes. However, each user has to transm it its signal over the entire spectrum.
This leads to an averaged-down effect in the presence of deep fading and narrow band in
terference. Alternatively, one can divide the total bandwidth into traffic channels (one or a
cluster of OFDM subcarriers) so th at multiple access can be accommodated in a form of the
combination of OFDM and FDMA, which is called orthogonal frequency division multiple
access (OFDMA).
An OFDMA system is defined as one in which each user occupies a subset of subcarriers,
and each carrier is assigned exclusively to only one user at any time. Advantages of OFDMA

4
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over OFDM-TDMA and OFDM-CDMA include elimination of intracell interference and
exploitation of network/m ultiuser diversity. Space division multiple access (SDMA) is also
recognized as a promising multiple access technology for improving capacity by the spatial
filtering capability of adaptive antennas. SDMA separates the users spatially, typically
using beam forming techniques such th at in-cell users are allowed to share the same traffic
channel. SDMA is not an isolated multiple access technique, but it can be applied to all
other multiple access schemes [22]. In other words, a system th a t provides access by dividing
its users in frequency bands, tim e slots, codes, or any combination of them, can also reuse
its resources by identifying the users’ positions so th at under a given criterion, they can be
separated in space.
CDMA techniques offer several advantages over other multiple access techniques, such
as high spectral reuse efficiency, exploitation of m ultipath fading through RAKE combin
ing, soft handoff, capacity improvements by the use of cell sectorization, and flexibility for
m ultirate services [23]- [25]. The use of the CDMA techniques in wireless cellular communi
cations commenced with the development of the IS-95A standard [18], of which IS-95A has
been designed to achieve higher capacity than the first generation (1G) systems in order to
accommodate rapidly growing subscribers. Further development of IS-95A toward higher
bit rate services was started in 1996. This led to the completion of the IS-95B standard in
1998. While the IS-95A standard uses only one spreading code per traffic channel, IS-95B
can concatenate up to eight codes for the transmission of higher bit rates. IS-95B sys
tems can support medium user data rates of up to 115.2 Kbps by code aggregation without
changing the physical layer of IS-95A. The next evolution of CDMA systems has led to wide
band CDMA. Wide band CDMA has a bandwidth of 5 MHz or more. The two wide band
CDMA schemes for 3G are WCDMA, which is network asynchronous, and cdma2000, which
is synchronous. In network asynchronous schemes, the base stations (BSs) are not synchro
nized; in network synchronous schemes, the BSs are synchronized to each other within a
few microseconds. Similar to IS-95, the spreading codes of cdma2000 are generated using
different phase shifts of the same M sequence. This is possible because of the synchronous
network operation. Because WCDMA has an asynchronous network, different long codes
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rather th an different phase shifts of the same code are used for the cell and user separa
tion. The code structure further impacts how code synchronization, cell acquisition, and
handover synchronization are performed. The race of the high-speed packet data in CDMA
started roughly in late 1999. Before then, WCDMA and cdma2000 systems supported
packet data, but the design philosophy was still old in the sense th a t system resources such
as power, code, and data rate were optimized to voice-like applications [26]. There has been
a change since late 1999, as system designers realized th a t the main wireless data applica
tions will be Internet protocol (IP) related; thus, optimum packet data performance is the
primary goal for the system designers to accomplish. W ith the design philosophy change,
some new technologies have appeared, such as lx radio transmission technology evolution
for high-speed data introduction only (lxEV-DO) and high-speed downlink packet access
(HSDPA). Key concepts of these systems include adaptive and variable rate transmission,
adaptive modulation and coding, and hybrid automatic repeat request (ARQ) to adapt the
IP-based network for a given channel condition and workload with the objective of max
imizing the system performance by using various adaptive techniques while satisfying the
quality of service (QoS) constraints. First, HSDPA is a m ajor evolution of WCDMA wire
less network, where the peak d ata rate and throughput of the WCDMA downlink for best
effort data is greatly enhanced when compared to release 99. In March 2000, a feasibility
study on HSDPA was approved by 3GPP. The study report was part of release 4, and the
specification phase of HSDPA was completed in release 5 at the end of 2001. By contrast,
cdma2000 is followed by lxEV-DO for the first phase, in the sense of deployment schedule,
and high-bit-rate data and voice (lxEV-DV) for the second phase. It is noteworthy th at
lxEV-DV does not necessarily follow lxEV-DO. Both lxEV-DO and lxEV-DV allow data
rates of up to 2.4 Mbps in 1.25-MHz bandwidth, compatible with the frequency plan of 2G
and 3G CDMA systems based on IS-95 and cdma2000. It is not hard to see the reasons for
the success of CDMA. Its advances over other multiple-access schemes include higher spec
tral reuse efficiency due to the unity reuse factor, greater immunity to m ultipath fading,
gradual overload capability, and simple exploitation of sectorization and voice inactivity.
Moreover, CDMA has more robust handoff procedures [27]-[30],
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In this work, only direct-sequence CDMA (DS-CDMA) is studied since it is deemed
to be more suitable for mobile communications [31], [32]. In DS-CDMA all users use the
same bandwidth, but each transm itter is assigned a distinct sequence. DS-CDMA employs
a waveform, th at for all purposes, appears random to anyone but the intended receiver of
the transm itter waveform. Actually, for the ease of both generation and synchronization by
the receiver, the waveform is pseudorandom, meaning th a t it can be generated by precise
rules, but statistically it nearly satisfies the requirements of a truly random sequence. The
conventional receiver is the simplest suboptimum detector used in CDMA. It consists of
a parallel bank of K (the number of users) filters, each matched to its own spreading
waveform. Assuming th at only one user is active, this matched-filter receiver is optimal
for transmission over the AWGN channel. Consequently, assuming th a t the interference
from other users is accurately modeled as additive white Gaussian noise, the matched filter
receiver works as a maximum likelihood (ML) single user detector. As such, data detection
for each user is accomplished independently of th a t performed on other users.

One of

the disadvantages of the conventional scheme is th a t it is severely affected by multipleaccess interference (MAI), making such systems interference limited [33], In practice, the
conventional detector also suffers from the near-far problem, which means high power users
degrade the performance of low power users, even if the spreading waveforms have very
low cross-correlations (the correlations between the different spreading waveforms) [34].
Two methods have been used to overcome the near-far problem: multiuser detection and
power control. Multiuser detection is concerned with designing receivers th at take into
account the structure of the MAI. Conversely, power control is concerned with balancing
both the transm itted powers of the users and the corresponding interference experienced at
the detector. Power control might result in an increase in the capacity of the system so th at
more users can be accommodated and more data transm itted. Power control also results in
reduced energy consumption of the transm itters.
The inability of the conventional receiver to exploit the structure of the MAI results in
severe performance losses. A better detection strategy is to jointly detect multiple users,
where the additional structure of the MAI is exploited rather than considered as noise.
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It is well-known th a t the computational complexity of individually optimal detection for
DS-CDMA grows exponentially with the number of users [75], as the computation of the
marginal posterior-mode (MPM) distribution is required. Maximum a posteriori probability
(MAP) detection for the users is therefore far too complex for practical CDMA systems
with even a moderate number of users. The exponentially growing complexity has inspired
a considerable effort in finding low complexity suboptimal alternatives capable of resolving
the detrim ental effects of MAI. For certain special cases of the correlation matrix, it has
been shown th a t maximum likelihood (ML) detection can be obtained by polynomial-time
algorithms [35]- [37]. An iterative structure th at is guaranteed to deliver ML detection on
some bits was suggested in [38]. Decisions on all bits are, however, not guaranteed.
Early work on low complexity suboptimal multiuser detectors include the linear multi
user detectors, such as the decorrelating detector [34], [40] and the minimum mean-squared
error (MMSE) detector [86], The main attraction of MMSE detection lies in the direct re
lationship between adaptive filtering and MMSE estimation. This translates into practical
implementation of MMSE detectors using well understood adaptive filtering algorithms [42].
For more information of these adaptive algorithms for multiuser detector, one can refer
to [43], [44]. Another group of low complexity multiuser detector is the interference cancel
lation (IC) strategies [45]. Early work was focused on linear cancellation and hard decision
cancellation [46], [47]. More recently, soft decision cancellation has been shown to provide
performance improvements. In [48], it was shown th at soft decision cancellation based on
convex projections provides an iterative solution to the convex-constrained multiuser ML
problem. The well-known result th a t the optimal nonlinear MMSE estimate is the con
ditional posterior-mode mean was used in [49] for a decision-feedback receiver. Similar
arguments were used in [50] to arrive at a soft decision IC structure, and the same structure
was derived in [51] based on neural networks arguments. Even though this cancellation
structure has a low complexity of order 0 ( K 2), numerical examples show th at near single
user performance can be achieved for large systems [51].
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In tercell Interference C ancellation
The presence of both MAI and inter-symbol interference (ISI) constitute the m ajor obstacles
to reliable communications in m ultipath CDMA systems. Therefore, techniques to mitigate
MAI and ISI have been the focus of a rigorous research effort over the past decade. The
multiuser detection techniques are able to combat multiple access interference and multipath distortion effectively, thus improving the system performance. The optimal multiuser
detection based on maximum likelihood algorithm was introduced in [75]. The algorithm
achieves the best performance at the cost of prohibitive computational complexity. Subop
tim al multiuser detectors based on linear minimum mean-square error or decorrelator were
proposed in [40] and [76], respectively.
In recent years, iterative (turbo) processing techniques have received considerable a t
tention, inspired by the discovery of turbo coding [57], [2]. Exhaustive research in related
topics produced different algorithms th at follow the turbo decoding approach to provide
similar gain in performance. Turbo multiuser detection applies the same principle, namely
the iterative exchange of soft information among different blocks to improve th e system
performance [58]- [64]. In such turbo multiuser detectors, the channel decoding is combined
with multiuser detection in a way th at the output of channel decoders is fed back to the
multiuser detector to improve the system performance iteratively. The optimal turbo multi
user detector exploiting maximum a posteriori (MAP) algorithm for detection and decoding
is proposed in [65]. In the same article, the authors propose a less complex approach based
on interference cancellation, and linear MMSE filtering.
Practical wireless communication systems usually experience interference from users
whose signature waveform is not known to the receiver. In CDMA downlink, a mobile
receiver knows only its own spreading sequence and it is blind with respect to the other
users of the system. In CDMA uplinks, however, typically the base station has knowledge of
the spreading sequences of a group of users within its own cell, while it is blind with respect
to users from neighboring cells. The term group blind refers to this situation. It is normal to
expect some performance loss due to the presence of these users in the system over the case
where all users are known to the receiver. In order to boost the performance of the system
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for such scenarios, various types of detection schemes are proposed for uncoded CDMA
systems [66]- [68], where a number of linear and nonlinear detectors were developed for
synchronous CDMA systems. In [69], the ideas in [67] and [68] are generalized and several
forms of group blind detectors based on different criteria are developed. Also, the blind
and group blind multiuser detection and blind channel estimation in presence of correlated
ambient channel noise was considered. The idea of colored noise in the context of group
blind is justifiable, when the very weak interference from outside the cell is considered as
noise. In [70], a nonlinear group blind method is developed for detection of known users in
presence of unknown interference and m ultipath channel distortion. The algorithm starts
by constructing a likelihood function for known users and then performs slowest descent
method over such a likelihood surface. Simulation result shows th a t the method outperforms
its linear counterpart, but increases the computational complexity. Another nonlinear group
blind multiuser detection technique was introduced in [71] and [72] where the Gibbs sampler
was employed to perform the Bayesian multiuser detection according to the linear group
blind decorrelating output.
In coded CDMA, Reynolds and Wang proposed a receiver structure for uplink of asyn
chronous CDMA systems [73]. In this method in order to suppress the intercell and intracell
interferences, the detector performs a soft interference cancellation for each user in which
estimates of the multiuser interferences from the known users and an estimate for the inter
ference caused by unknown users are subtracted from the received signal. It is shown later
in this paper th at this algorithm does not provide a robust performance in CDMA uplink.
Another group blind turbo multiuser detection for coded asynchronous CDMA is proposed
in [79], where the multiple access interference is approximated as a Gaussian random vec
tor. The algorithm tries to improve the performance of the turbo multiuser detector by
employing the variance of this noise as well as the ambient channel noise at the receiver. As
the turbo multiuser detector is almost insensitive to any mismatch between actual signal to
interference plus noise ratio (SINR), and the one assumed at the receiver, the method can
not provide fundamental gain in performance compared to conventional turbo multiuser
detector in presence of unknown interferences.

10
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All group blind algorithms based on subspace, for both coded and uncoded CDMA,
require the number of known and unknown users. It is reasonable to expect attaining the
number of known users from higher layers (i.e network layer), but it is very unrealistic
to expect to obtain such information regarding unknown users present in the system. A
likelihood approach to estim ate the number of sources based on Akaike information criterion
(AIC) and minimum description length (MDL) criterion was proposed in [77], These criteria
heavily rely on the white noise assumption and they fail to correctly detect the number of
sources when the noise is not perfectly white. In [78], in order to improve the estimator
performance in a nonwhite noise environment a decision rule based on the intrinsic property
of the eigenvalues of a correlation matrix is defined which provides a coarse estimation of
the signal subspace. To further improve the estimation, a hypothesis testing criterion [89]
for rank decision is proposed. While the algorithm provides better performance than those
of MDL and AIC in nonwhite noise, it is very sensitive to signal to noise ratio and fails
to provide the correct rank of signal subspace in the low to m oderate SNR region. By
employing the coding, the system usually works in this region and the method can not
provide th e correct number of unknown users under this circumstance.
In this work, we first consider the scheme proposed in [73] and show th a t the algo
rithm does not provide robust performance in CDMA uplink because the algorithm fails
to converge under certain conditions. It is mathematically proved th a t when the extrinsic
information at the input of the multiuser detector is large enough, the output of the de
tector fails to converge. We then propose a robust group blind multiuser detection scheme
th a t combines the concept of group blind detection and turbo multiuser detection for asyn
chronous CDMA systems. Specifically, it consists of two stages similar to those of [65] for
recursive systematic convolutionally encoded CDMA systems. The first stage consists of
soft interference cancellation and combined group blind MMSE filtering, whereas the sec
ond stage consists of channel decoding. The combined group blind MMSE filtering tries to
suppress the interference from known users based on the signature waveforms and the chan
nel characteristic of these users and suppresses the interference from other unknown users
using subspace-based blind methods. Simulation results show th a t this method preserves
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its advantage in performance over the conventional turbo multiuser detection method even
in the case of high intercell interference. It is also shown th a t because of exploiting the
subspace method we can easily estimate the variance of the noise at the receiver; therefore,
the knowledge of SNR is not necessary at the receiver. Furthermore, based on the statistical
properties of the signal and the channel, we propose an estimation algorithm to estimate
th e number of unknown users which is much faster, less complex and is able to provide the
number of unknown users in white and nonwhite noise environments with very high pre
cision. Simulation results show th at the proposed estim ator is not sensitive to parameters
such as signal to noise ratio, the over sampling factor, or the processing gain.
C hannel E stim ation
In the uplink CDMA systems, users have crude common timing references and are able
to align their signal blocks with the slot reference of the base station. However, due to
various impairments of the channel such as m ultipath propagation and faulty synchroniza
tion the signals at the receiver experience misalignment; therefore, the system is considered
asynchronous in general. Furthermore, if the blocks are short enough with respect to chan
nel coherence tim e [15], the users’ channels can be assumed to be time invariant over the
block duration. Various types of detection and decoding schemes have been proposed in [3][7] where the receiver structure relies on the assumption th a t the channel information is
somehow available at the receiver.
The problem of channel estimation for multiuser detection requires knowledge of the
spreading sequence, timing of bit/sym bol epoch, carrier phase and channel impulse response
for th e desired user as well as other users of the system. While such information can be
attained using pilot sequences, [82]- [87] for different spreading sequences, blind methods
offer better spectrum efficiency by not requiring pilot signals. The blind channel estimation
by exploiting the orthogonality between the signal and noise subspace is considered in [89][93]. Due to the finite length of the signal frame from which the channel is estimated, both
types of detectors tend to exhibit an error floor at high signal to noise ratio (SNR). The
problem is especially severe in the case of blind channel estimation.
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Iterative multiuser detection with integrated channel estimation for the coded DS-CDMA
system was proposed in [94]. To resolve the problem of channel estimation, an iterative
receiver performing pilot symbol aided channel phase and amplitude estimation as well as
data and channel symbol estimation for coded transmission was proposed. It was assumed
th at the delays of the path are known to the receiver. In [95], another iterative multiuser
channel estimation and symbol detection is proposed and its convergence is analyzed.

1.0.2

Organization and Contribution of the Thesis

The objective of this work is to address and provide practical solutions for a number of
fundamental challenges th at a digital communication receiver may face in a real world
environment. We particularly consider coded systems in single-user and multiuser scenarios.
Unless otherwise stated, the main focus of this work is on the tim e dispersive or frequency
selective channels.
In Chapter 2, we propose two different iterative SNR estimation algorithms which pro
vide acceptable performance in high loss ISI channels. We start the algorithm by utilizing
the Max-Log-MAP algorithm for the first iteration. The hard decision of the output of the
decoder is then utilized to obtain a long sequence of virtual pilot symbols to estimate the
SNR. The same approach is employed in later iterations; however, instead of the Max-LogMAP algorithm, the Log-MAP algorithm is utilized for both equalization and decoding.
A similar structure based on the soft decision feedback is developed in [56]. Due to the
fact th a t the output of the decoder is not error free, a correction of the SNR estimate may
be required based on an exhaustive search for different block lengths. Furthermore, if the
frame length becomes very short, there would be a slight degradation in performance due to
the use of the Max-Log-MAP algorithm in the first iteration. In [55], an approximate max
imum likelihood (ML) based estimator is developed using both the pilot and data symbols
simultaneously; however, owing to the approximation, the estimator is biased. This results
in performance degradation of the receiver, especially in the low bit error rate region.
Alternatively, in the second part of Chapter 2, we propose another structure which is
able to estimate the SNR without using pilot symbols. Our proposed estimator is able
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to estimate the SNR and improve the estimation via iteration. In the first iteration an
eigen decomposition is performed on the received signal from the channel. By separating
the signal subspace from the noise subspace and choosing the largest eigen-value of the
noise subspace, an estimate for the variance of the noise is obtained. For the first iteration
we exploit the estimated variance in the Log-MAP equalization and decoding algorithm.
For later iterations if the quality of the extrinsic information a t the output of the decoder
improves, this information is utilized as an alternative to the original subspace method to
mitigate any mismatch between the actual SNR and the estim ated SNR at the receiver.
A hypothesis testing criterion is introduced to decide whether or not this transition is
beneficial in terms of the receiver performance. Simulation results demonstrate identical
performance with optimal algorithm even for very short block lengths. Furthermore, the
estimator performance in terms of the normalized bias is investigated and it is shown th at
our proposed method is unbiased. This finding is in contrast to the method proposed in [55]
where it demonstrates an error floor in terms of the estim ator bias by increasing the SNR.
We have also included the normalized root mean-square error (RMSE) of the proposed
estimator and it is shown th at the RMSE of the estimator is decreased as the iteration
proceeds.
Chapters 3 and 4 are dedicated to multiuser scenarios.

In Chapter 3, we consider

an uplink of a coded CDMA system where two different sources of interference exist in the
system: the intercell interference and the intracell interference. We first consider the scheme
proposed in [73] and we show th a t the algorithm does not provide robust performance
in CDMA uplink because the algorithm fails to converge under certain conditions. It is
mathematically proved th a t when the extrinsic information at the input of the multiuser
detector is large enough, the output of the detector fails to converge. We then propose a
robust group blind multiuser detection scheme that combines the concept of group blind
detection and turbo multiuser detection for asynchronous CDMA systems. Specifically, it
consists of two stages similar to those of [65] for recursive systematic convolutionally encoded
CDMA systems. The first stage consists of soft interference cancellation and combined group
blind MMSE filtering, whereas the second stage consists of channel decoding. The combined
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group blind MMSE filtering tries to suppress the interference from known users based on
the signature waveforms and the channel characteristic of these users and to suppress the
interference from other unknown users using subspace-based blind methods. Simulation
results show th at this method preserves its advantage in performance over the conventional
turbo multiuser detection method even in the case of high intercell interference. It is also
shown th a t because of exploiting the subspace method we can easily estimate the variance
of the noise at the receiver; therefore, the knowledge of SNR is not necessary at the receiver.
Furthermore, based on the statistical properties of the signal and the channel, we propose
an estimation algorithm to estimate the number of unknown users which is much faster,
less complex and is able to provide the number of unknown users in white and nonwhite
noise environments with very high precision. Simulation results show th at the proposed
estim ator is not sensitive to parameters such as signal to noise ratio, over sampling factor,
or processing gain.
Joint channel estimation and multiuser detection is considered in Chapter 4. We pro
pose an iterative receiver for uplink of differentially coded CDMA systems th a t perform
channel estimation without using pilot symbols. We will conduct the channel estimation
in conjunction with symbol detection in every iteration. For the first iteration we perform
the blind channel estimation procedure to estimate the channel. Since the blind channel
estim ator has an arbitrary phase ambiguity, it is necessary to employ differential encoding
and decoding [88]. This leads us to exploit the results of recent research on the class of
error correcting codes generated by the serial concatenation of a recursive systematic con
volutional (RSC) encoder, an interleaver and a differential encoder. [96]- [101] for each user.
These codes are attractive because they combine the performance gain of error correcting
coding with the robustness of noncoherent demodulation [101].
The receiver structure consists of a matched filter, a channel estimator, a soft interfer
ence cancellation unit, a soft output minimum mean-square error (MMSE) filter, deinter
leaver, a bank of single user RSC decoders, interleavers, and finally differential decoders.
The single user RSC decoder and differential decoder of each user can work in an iterative
fashion to further improve the performance. At the end of inner iterations between single
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user decoders, the soft estimate of coded symbols, as well as the results at the output of
the MMSE filter, are combined to be sent to the channel estimator and soft interference
cancellation unit. The channel estim ator provides a new estimate of the channel based on
this new information, and sends the channel information to the multiuser detector and the
soft interference cancellation unit. The process of channel estimation, soft interference can
cellation, detection, and iterative decoding is continued until a suitably chosen term ination
criterion (i.e. specific number of iterations), stops the iteration process.
A summery of the results obtained in this research and suggestions for further studies
are given in Chapter 5.
Appendix A has been added to this thesis to show one of our contributions th at is
not directly related to the major trend of this thesis. We propose a method to modify
the Max-Log-MAP algorithm. In terms of performance, the performance of the proposed
algorithm is very close to th at of the Log-MAP algorithm, even in high loss ISI channels
where there is a wide gap between the performance of the Max-Log-MAP and Log-MAP
algorithms. In terms of implementation, the proposed algorithm is simply implementable
using adders and comparators. Whereas, direct implementation of th e Log-MAP algorithm
is almost impossible, and using a look-up table increases the area and power, and decreases
the overall speed. Unfortunately, the knowledge of the signal to noise ratio (SNR) a t the
receiver side is necessary for the proposed algorithm as well as the Log-MAP turbo equalizers
while the Max-Log-MAP [53] algorithm does not require this information. The problem of
SNR mismatch, between the channel and the receiver is studied in [54]- [8], For turbo
equalization over high loss ISI channels [15] the performance difference between the optimal
algorithm (i.e the Log-MAP) and the suboptimal Max-Log-MAP algorithm is not negligible.
Therefore, an accurate estimate of the SNR is essential. In practice different approaches
based on known pilot symbols or unknown data symbols are proposed to estimate the SNR.
The results obtained in this part have already been reported in [105].
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C h ap ter 2

Turbo Equalization with Integrated SN R
E stim ation fo r Tim e-D ispersive
Channels

Theoretically, it is necessary to estimate th e signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the channel
when using a maximum a posteriori (MAP) or Log-MAP turbo equalizer. In this chapter,
we study the effect of an SNR mismatch on the bit error rate (BER) performance of LogMAP and Max-Log-MAP turbo equalizers, and propose an iterative online SNR estimation
scheme th a t effectively estimates the unknown SNR from each block of data. We show that
this scheme gives performance very close to th at with perfect knowledge of channel SNR
for even short block lengths over high-loss channels. The algorithm starts by utilizing the
Max-Log-MAP algorithm for the first iteration. The hard decision of the output of the
decoder is then utilized to obtain a long sequence of virtual pilot symbols to estimate the
SNR. Same approach is employed in later iterations; however, instead of the Max-Log-MAP
algorithm, the Log-MAP algorithm is utilized for both equalization and decoding. Due to
the fact th a t the output of the decoder is not error free, a correction of the SNR estimate
may be required based on exhaustive search for different encoder structure or different
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block lengths. Furthermore, if the frame length become very short there would be a slight
degradation in performance due to the use of the Max-Log-MAP algorithm in the first
iteration. To resolve these dilemmas we propose an alternative turbo receiver structure with
integrated SNR estimation. The proposed receiver is able to estimate the signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) and improve the estimation via iteration. Initially we exploit a subspace-based
method to estimate the SNR. During the iterative process of equalization and decoding if
the quality of the a posteriori information at the output of decoder improves, it is possible
to utilize this information as an alternative to the original subspace method to mitigate any
mismatch between the actual SNR and the estimated SNR at the receiver. A hypothesis
testing criterion is introduced to decide whether or not this transition is beneficial in terms
of the receiver performance. Simulation results demonstrate th at our proposed receiver
structure is able to yield a performance similar to th a t of the known SNR at the receiver.
This chapter is organized as follows. After reviewing the turbo equalization scheme in
Section 2.1, the MAP-based turbo equalization algorithms are presented in Section 2.2. In
Section 2.3 we compare the performance of Log-MAP and Max-Log-MAP turbo equalizers
in m oderate and high loss channels. In Section 2.4 we study the SNR sensitivity of LogMAP and Max-Log-MAP turbo equalizers. We also provide a mathematical proof to show
why the Max-Log-MAP turbo equalizer is insensitive to SNR mismatch. An iterative online
SNR estimation scheme is proposed in Section 2.5. The signal model and the system de
scription of the subspace based iterative SNR estimation is presented in Section 2.6, we then
dem onstrate the alternative proposed receiver structure in Section 2.6.2. In Section 2.6.3,
simulation results illustrate the performance of the proposed receiver structure. Finally, a
summary is given in Section 2.7.

2.1

Turbo Equalization

Turbo equalization follows the same principles as turbo decoding. Here the information bits
Uk are encoded through an RSC encoder and are interleaved before transmission over an
ISI channel. The transm itter filter, the impulse response of the channel, and the whitening
match filter at the receiver can be considered as a finite impulse response (FIR) filter [14]-
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[15]. If the channel coefficients are known at the receiver, the channel can be decoded using
a MAP symbol estimator. In this manner the encoder and the channel form serially con
catenated codes which can be decoded using the turbo scheme shown in Fig. 2.1.
The SISO equalizer observes channel values y and then provides the a posteriori proba
bility log likelihood ratio (also called L-value) Lp^ s(x) for all coded bits using the a priori
information L p^ \ x ) . For the first iteration we assume L P
g l(x) to be zero. The extrinsic
information L|F£(:e) is obtained by subtracting the a priori probabilities from the a pos
teriori L-values. After deinterleaving, the extrinsic information are passed to the SISO
decoder as priori values LP
q (x '). The decoder does not have access to the channel values.
The decoder provides the a posteriori L-values for both the information bits and parity
bits

L P
q S ( x ')

using the a priori probabilities provided by the SISO equalizer. Again, the

extrinsic information L ^ t {x') is formed after eliminating the effect of the a priori L-values.
After interleaving this extrinsic information is delivered to th e SISO equalizer as the a priori
L-values. The iterative equalization and decoding proceed until the condition of a certain
number of iterations is satisfied. At this point the a posteriori L-values of the information
bits, a t the output of the decoder L p^ s{u), are sent to a decision device and the process is
term inated.
In the next section we will present the formulation of the MAP-based turbo equalization
algorithms.

2.2

M A P -B ased Turbo Equalization A lgorithm s

In this section we present the formulation of the MAP-based turbo equalization algorithms.
Given a binary input alphabet {—1,1}, the encoder (or th e channel) can be in one of the
2m states corresponding to different contents of encoder (or channel) memories. The trellis
structure can be used to compute the a posteriori L-values:

E
l
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=
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I
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E q u alize r

-1

S IS O
D ecoder

Figure 2.1: Turbo Equalizer (TEQ).
where s' and s represent the states of the encoder (or the channel input) at time k —1 and
k , respectively, and y is the received sequence of length 2N . Dividing the received sequence
into three separate terms and applying the chain rule we get:
P ( s ' , s , y) = p ( s ',y i ,...,y k- i ) p ( s ,y k\s')p(yk+l,...,y N \s).

(2.2)

This results in the decomposition of the num erator and the denominator of equation (2.1)
into three term s th a t can be evaluated recursively, using the forward/backward algorithm.
a k{s')

= p ( s ',y i,...,y k - i)

(2.3)

0k+i(s)

= p ( y k + i,-- ,m \s )

(2.4)

7k(s',s)

= p(s,?/jfc|s')

(2.5)
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Figure 2.2: Performance results for the Log-MAP and Max-Log-MAP turbo equalizers in
moderate and high loss channels; five iterations, known SNR at the receiver.
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where a k(s) and (3k- i(s /) in (2.3) and (2.4) for both the MAP equalizer and the MAP
decoder can be computed through the following forward and backward recursions [1 ]:
a k{s) =

^ a f c _ i ( s ') 7 *(s/,s)

(2 .6 )

S*

/3*_i(s') =

£ f c ( S)7*(S' , S)

(2.7)

S

with boundary conditions a o (0 )= l, ao(m )= 0 for m ^ 0; and 0 n (O)=1,/3tf(m)= 0 for m ^ O .
However,

the calculation of 7k (s', s ) in (2.5) for the equalizer and the decoder will be

different. According to (2.5)
Tkis^a) = p { s ,y k\s')

= p(yk\s', s)P{s\s')
= p(yk\s',s)P(xk)

(2.8)

whenever there is a path on trellis between states s' and s; otherwise, 7 k(s', s) will be zero.
For the decoder, (2.8) can be obtained as follows, [4]:
7 k(s',

2 ^1 1
s) = e x p ( ^ 2 - x k<vL{xktV) + - u kL (uk))

(2.9)

V =1

where L ( x k<v) is the extrinsic LLR passed from the equalizer to the decoder and L(uk) is
the a priori information for the information bit u k.
For the equalizer, (2.8) can be obtained as follows, [4]:
7 k(s',

1

s) = ex p {~ —-j-\yk a ch

M

1

giXk^ \ 2 + - x kL{xk))

(2.10)

i= 0

where a 2h= Aro/2, in the case of known SNR at the input of the equalizer,and Mdenotes
the memory length of the channel. y k is the symbol value received at time k, the gx values
correspond to the channel coefficients and L ( x k) is the a priori information for coded bit
x k.
The Log-MAP algorithm introduced in [52] calculates a k -i(s '), (3k(s) and
arithmic terms using the Jacobian logarithmic function.

7 k(s',s)

in log

Using this approach the for

ward/backward recursion in (2.6) and (2.7) will change to,
a k(s) =
h -\{ s ')

=

max(dk-i(s') + 7 k(s', s))

(2 .1 1 )

max(/3k(s)+ 7 k(s',s))

(2 . 1 2 )
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where
max(zi + z2) = m ax(zi,z2) + log(l + exp{—\z\ - z2|))

(2.13)

and dfc(s), /?*(«) and %(s', s) represent the logarithmic values of a*(s), /?*(s) and 7 /t(s/, s),
respectively. Finally the soft output maximum a posteriori (LLR) of the decoder can be
determined as follows:
L {x k) = , “max' (a k_ 1 (s') + % ( / , s) + j3k(s))
{s ,s),X k = 1

-

"max

(djt_ 1 (s/) + 7 *(s/,s) + /3*(s)).

(2.14)

(s\s),Xfc = - l

The max operation in the first and second parts of (2.14) is applied only to those existing
transitions in the trellis structure where the coded bit x^ is

1

or —1 , respectively.

The Max-Log-MAP algorithm is obtained by omitting the logarithmic part in (2.13), [53].
Using this approximation, the Max-Log-MAP algorithm is suboptimal and gives an inferior
performance compared to th at of the Log-MAP algorithm, which is optimal.

2.3

Perform ance A nalysis

In this section we will compare the performance of the Log-MAP and Max-Log-MAP turbo
equalizers to clearly address the performance differences in frequency selective channels. We
consider two different block lengths of 250 and 2048 bits. The blocks are encoded through a
recursive systematic encoder with two memories that corresponds to the generator matrix
g = [7,5] in octal notation, where the first element in the m atrix is the feedback part. A
pseudo random interleaver is employed. It is assumed th at d ata is transm itted over two
different time-invariant Channels, B and C, with tap coefficients B = {.407, .815, .407} and
C = {.227,.460,.688,.460,.227} corresponding to moderate and high loss channels [15],
respectively. Fig.

2 .2 (a)

shows the performance of turbo equalizers using the Log-MAP

and Max-Log-MAP algorithms for both equalization and decoding. It can be seen th at
for the moderate loss channel B turbo equalization using the Max-Log-MAP algorithm
gives performance very close to th a t of the Log-MAP turbo equalizer; however, in the high
loss channel, the Log-MAP-based turbo equalizer outperforms the Max-Log-MAP turbo
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equalizer by a factor of ldB gain in the low bit error rate region.

The same result is

obtained as the length of the code increases; this is shown in Fig. 2.2(b) for interleaver of
size 4096 bits.
It should be noticed th at we considered th a t the SNR of the channel is perfectly known
at the receiver. The effect of misestimation of SNR on the BER performance of turbo
equalizers will be studied in the following section.

2.4

S N R S en sitivity A nalysis

In order to examine the SNR sensitivity of turbo equalizer, several simulations have been
performed. Fig. 2.3 shows the results for both the Log-MAP and Max-Log-MAP turbo
equalizers for two different block lengths, over two different channels. The characteristics
of the encoder and the channels were given in the previous section. Each figure contains
three curves corresponding to different BER regions of the Log-MAP turbo equalizer and
the Max-Log-MAP turbo equalizer. We have considered the effect of SNR mismatch (with
an offset with respect to the true SNR) up to

8 dB

offset. It is noted from Fig. 2.3 th at

the Log-MAP turbo equalizer is more sensitive to SNR mismatch in Channel C. Also, note
th at for the Log-MAP turbo equalizer, an overestimation of SNR is more tolerable than an
underestimation for both channels. In other words, underestimation of SNR may result in
severe degradation in performance of the Log-MAP turbo equalizer while by overestimation,
its BER performance is always better than th a t of the Max-Log-MAP turbo equalizer. From
Fig. 2.3, it is evident th at the Max-Log-MAP turbo equalizer is SNR independent and from
a practical point of view an SNR estimation is not necessary. In other words, the MaxLog-MAP turbo equalizer does not require prior knowledge of SNR at the equalizer input;
however, the soft output values (the reliability value of the bits) can be affected by SNR
mismatch, as shown in the following.
I n s e n s itiv ity o f the M ax-L og-M A P A lg o rith m to S N R M ism atch :
Now we prove th at the Max-Log-MAP turbo equalizer is SNR independent and also
show the effect of SNR mismatch on the soft output values. Based on these results

an

online SNR estimation method will be proposed in the next section.
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Figure 2.3: Bit error rate versus SNR mismatch; No. of iterations=5.
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At this point we consider the Max-Log-MAP algorithm for both equalization and decoding
and show th a t although the SNR mismatch affects the reliability of the a posteriori L-values
at the output of the equalizer or the decoder, it does not affect the BER of the equalizer
or the decoder. Also, we assume th a t the estimated SNR at the input of equalizer has an
offset equal to

in decibels added to the actual value of the channel SNR (■fo)ch,

The variance of noise can be expressed in terms of the channel SNR as follows:
(2.16)

* lq =

where R is the code rate. Substituting (2.15) into (2.16), and assuming a rate of 1/2,
(R = 1 / 2 ), leads to
a eq
2

=
=

x lO“ ^ (A(^o))
K x a 2ch

(2.17)

where K = 10
In the

case of an SNR mismatch between the channel and the equalizer, the new branch

matric

7k
' (s',s) can

be written in terms of a\q instead of a 2h by substituting (2.17) into

(2 . 1 0 ) as follows:
1

7

'k (s',s) = e x p ( - ■■■ 2 |y k ch

M

1

+ - x kL {x k)).

(2.18)

i= 0

After taking logarithm and assuming th a t the a priori L-values for coded bits at the input
of the equalizer are zero for the first iteration, (2.18) can be rew ritten as follows:
1

log(7*(s/>s)) =

~ 2 K

2 \ Vk

M
- J 2 9iXk- ^

(2‘19)

i= 0

or
%(*'>*) = Jf7k(s',s)-

(2 . 2 0 )
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By considering equations (2.11) and (2.12), and changing max(.) with simple max(.) oper
ation, the factor j? appears in a and 0 of each time slot, shown as
«*(«)

=

^k{s)

(2 .2 1 )

fas)

=

±fas).

(2.22)

Substituting (2.20), (2.21) and (2.22) into (2.14) leads to a new a posteriori LLR,
L '(x k) = j f L ( x k).

(2.23)

It is clear from (2.23) th at since K is always positive, so the multiplication of the output
LLR by l / K does not affect our decision on a particular bit, but the reliability value of
the soft output can vary. If A(-j^) is greater than zero (overestimation of SNR) K will be
less th an one, and l / K will be greater than one, hence the output LLR is greater than the
actual case. Using the same reasoning, if A ( ^ ) is less than zero (underestimation of SNR),
the output LLR will be less than the actual value.
Since the a posteriori LLRs of the equalizer and the extrinsic information provided by the
equalizer are scaled by factor l / K , the decoder inputs, which are the deinterleaved version
of the extrinsic information, are multiplied by the same factor. The same reasoning also
holds for the decoder, at the end of the first iteration, the a posteriori L-values at the
decoder output are multiple by the same factor. For the next iteration, the a priori inputs
of the equalizer are scaled with the same factor, l / K ; thus the results in equations (2 .2 0 )(2.23) are valid for both the equalizer and the decoder. The process proceeds exactly the
same way for each iteration and hence the proof is complete.

2.5

Iterative Online S N R E stim ation
F irst Iteration: U sing M ax-L og-M A P A lgorithm

Theoretically, the performance of the Log-MAP turbo equalizer is superior compared to
th at of the Max-Log-MAP turbo equalizer in the case of known SNR. However, any SNR
misestimation may result in degradation of the BER performance of the Log-MAP turbo
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equalizer so th at the Log-MAP turbo equalizer can even lose its advantage over the MAXLog-MAP turbo equalizer, particularly, in a high-loss channel.
We have used a similar method as was proposed in [9], but in an iterative fashion and
with some modifications. In [9], an arbitrary SNR was assumed a t the input of the MaxLog-MAP equalizer and decoder at the first iteration. At the end of the first iteration
the SNR was estimated and passed to the Log-MAP equalizers and decoders used in next
iterations. As is shown in Fig. 2.4, we have also used the Max-Log-MAP algorithm for
both the equalization and decoding in the first iteration, but as can be seen from (2.23), the
output LLRs of the Max-Log-MAP Equalizer (or decoder) are proportional to the assumed
SNR at the input of the equalizer. In other words, if this SNR is greater than the actual
SNR (positive offset, A(-j^) > 0) the reliability values of the equalizers (or decoder) outputs
will be greater that the actual values, and vice versa. This is not desirable because the high
reliability value for a wrong bit is less likely to be corrected during next iterations. At
the same time, if the offset goes to negative large values, the decoder will not obtain any
priori knowledge form the equalizer which affects the overall performance of the system.
Therefore we assume th at the SNR at the input of the Max-Log-MAP Equalizer is zero.
Now th e output LLRs of the Max-Log-MAP decoder for both the information and parity
bits are sent to a decision device to provide a hard decision on the output bits Xk. Since
Vk = YhiLa 9ix k~i + rik, if we replace Xk by Xk, we can estimate the variance of the white
gaussian noise as follows:
..

2N

M

= 2N ^ Pk ~ 2 3 S iX k -ifk~0
i= 0

(2.24)

In order to accomplish this process we pass the estimated symbols through the discrete
channel with coefficients equal to the channel coefficients gi (assuming the channel coeffi
cients are known), for ie{0, 1 , . . . , M }. At each time slot the output is subtracted from the
deinterleaved channel value y ' and then the SNR is estimated using (2.24). Because of the
high number of bits inerror, after the first iteration, the estimated noise variance is higher
than the actual value;this results in underestimation

of SNR which may degrade the perfor

mance of the Log-MAP equalizer and decoder used in the second iteration. To prevent this
situation we add a constant negative value to the estimated noise variance after the first
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(and if necessary second) iteration(s). This value is determined using an exhaustive search
method for th at particular block length. This process ensures th a t the Log-MAP equalizer
and decoder are operating in the region in which they always outperform the Max-LogMAP-based system. It should be noted th a t the amount of offset added to the estimated
SNR after the first (and if necessary second) iteration(s) may vary for different block lengths.
Also, we have proposed an iterative scheme th at can improve the performance of the system
further, as shown in Fig. 2.4. In the proposed iterative SNR estimation scheme, the SNR
is estimated in each iteration and then the result is passed to the next iteration. As the
iterations proceed, the bit error rate is decreased and the estimated SNR is more accurate.
This modification helps to achieve a better BER performance. Since we do not employ any
additional hardware compared to the non-iterative scheme proposed in [9], the proposed
estimation scheme does not increase the complexity of the system. Simulation results in
Channel C for a block length of 250 are shown in Fig. 2.5. The advantage of using the
iterative SNR estimation method over the non-iterative method proposed in [9] is evident,
particularly in the low BER region. It can be shown th at the constant value added here
to the estimated SNR, is a function of the encoder structure, the channel coefficients and
the length of the transm itted frame. Exhaustive search must be performed to determine
the best value of the constant if any of these parameters changes. In the remainder of this
chapter we propose a different method which is able to estim ate the constant parameter
based on the a priori information. Also instead of employing the Max-Log-MAP algorithm
in th e first iteration, which may result in performance degradation specially when the frame
length becomes very short, we use the conventional log-MAP algorithm in the first iteration.
The required SNR is estimated through signal decomposition in the receiver.
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Figure 2.4: Iterative online SNR estimation scheme.
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Figure 2.5: Online SNR estimation for turbo equalization; Frame size=250, five iterations,
Channel C.
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2.6

Subspace-B ased Iterative S N R E stim ation M eth od

2.6.1

Signal Model and the System Description

We consider a recursive systematic convolutional (RSC) encoder signaling through a fre
quency selective channel. The binary input information is first encoded through a recursive
systematic convolutional encoder and then modulated using the binary phase shift keying
(BPSK) modulation scheme. Let M ' be the number of information symbols for each user,
including th e trellis term inating v — 1 tail bits. Thus the channel codeword of each user
has length M = M ' j R c, and is denoted by b\j\ for j = 0 , 1 , . . . , M —1 , where R c is the rate
of the code. The channel encoder outputs are next interleaved by a random interleaver,
and these interleaved symbols are passed through the channel. If we denote the interleaver
function by JI, then the interleaver output can be written as {b[i}}ff_g 1, where i = flG?) f°r
j = 0 , 1 , . . . , M —1 . The output of the interleaver is next passed through a pulse shaping
filter to suppress the out-of-band interference and then transm itted through the channel.
The continuous tim e received signal at the receiver in this case is given by
r(t) = x ( t ) * / ( t ) + n (t),

(2.25)

where x(t) and f(t) represent the transm itted signal and the channel impulse response, *
denotes the convolution operation and n(i) is a Gaussian noise process with zero mean and
variance a 2.
The transm itted signal in (2.25) is given by
M -l
x{t) = ^ 6 [i]s(Z - zT),
i=0

(2.26)

where b[i\ refers to the transm itted symbol during the transmission interval [iT,(i + 1)T].
The channel impulse response can be written as
L- 1

=

(2.27)
1=0

where L is the number of paths in m ultipath channel, and gi and r; are,respectively, the
path gain and

the delay of the

Zth path. It is assumed th at the maximum

delay of the
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Figure 2.6: Receiver structure
channel is T£, and 7j is uniformly distributed between zero and the maximum delay spread
of the channel. Furthermore, we assume th a t the channel coefficients and the delay of each
path are known to the receiver, also the average bit energy is assumed to be unity.

2 .6 .2

R e c e iv e r S tr u c tu r e a n d A lg o r ith m

We modify the receiver algorithm in a way th at it is able to estimate the SNR without
using pilot symbols. Fig. 2.6 shows the receiver structure. The first stage of the iterative
receiver performs the SNR estimation, and equalization while the second stage performs the
decoding process. By exchanging the information between the first stage and the second
stage the receiver performance is improved via iteration.
At the receiver, the received signal r{t) is filtered by a matched filter and sampled at a
multiple p of the symbol rate, where p is the number of samples per symbol period. The
<?th signal sample during the ith symbol interval is given by
K I fT/p
rJ '
- n) y 2 9l /
s(t) x s(t + n T - T i + q—)dt + a n q[i],

r ?[*] =
n=0

1=0

®

(2.28)

P
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where

i
n q[i] ~ ~

/-‘J+ w + ij-

t

n(t)s(t — iT — q—)dt.

a JiT+qZ

V

Defining
rT /p

4 zi

hg[n] = ^ 2 gi /
i=o -*0

T

s(t) x s(t + n T - r; + q—)dt,
p

(2.29)

and substituting (2.29) in (2.28), (2.28) can be w ritten as follows:
L- 1

(2.30)

rq[i] = ' ^ T b [ i - n]hq[n] + a n q\i],
n=0

By stacking m successive symbols, the following vectors can be defined
+

n[i + to —1 ]

pmx 1

1

-O
, b[z] ^

, n[t] ±
r[i-\- m — 1 ]

1-----

^

n[i}

r[i]

pmxl

b[i +

to —1]

(m+L-l)xl

where r[*] — [ri[i],. . . , rp_i[z]]T, and n[i\ = [ni[i], . . . ,n v-\[i\\T . Finally the composite
channel m atrix is defined as follows:
ho [L — 1]

. ..

fip _ i [ L - l ]

...

ho [0]

V

i [ 0]

0

0

0

H =

(2.31)
0

0

ho[L — 1 ]

0

0

h p -i[L -l]

...

ho[0 ]

I'p—1 [0]

where H is a pm x (m + L —1) dimensional matrix. It should be noted th at the smoothing
factor m and over sampling factor p are chosen in a way th at matrix H become a tall matrix
(i.e pm

m + L —1 ). This is necessary in order to have separate signal and noise subspaces.

The received signal at the output of the stack can be represented as
r[i] = Hb[i] + on[i).

(2.32)
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From (2.32) it can be shown th a t the autocorrelation matrix for r[i] is equal to
1

i

As

1

o

u s u„

o

r

Cr ^ £{r[i]r[z]T} =

A n_

uT"

(2.33)

_U n _

where U s and U n represent the matrix of eigenvectors corresponding to the signal and
the noise subspaces. As = diag[Ai,. . . , Am] contains the m largest eigenvalues of C,, in
descending order with Aj > a 2 for i = 1

and An = diag[Am+i , . . . , \pm] contains

the eigenvalues of the noise subspace with A„ = a 21(p_i)m. In practice the expectation in
(2.33) is approximated with an averaging over M successive symbols, th a t is
1

M- 1

C r = £{r[*]r[f]T}

r[i]r[f]T.

(2.34)

i=0
The eigenvalues of the noise subspace in this case are decreasing in descending order with
A{ > 0 for i = m + 1 , . . . , pm. The largest eigenvalue of the noise subspace, Am+i, is chosen
as an blind estimate for the noise variance. The estimated noise variance is then applied
to the Log-MAP equalizer and decoder during the first iteration. The detailed explanation
on the Log-MAP algorithm for equalization and decoding is provided in [54], For later
iterations, the a posteriori Log-likelihood ratios (LLRs) of the coded bits are available at
the output of the Log-MAP decoder. The a priori LLR of the ith bit delivered by the MAP
decoder is given by
ADe

P r[ 6 [«] = + l]
= log:
1P r[ 6 [*] = -1 ] ’

i = 0 , . . . , M — 1.

(2.35)

The hard estimates of the coded bits are denoted by b[i] = sign(fe[z]), where b[i] = jFfifi]} =
tanh(^Aoe

. In the next step, we obtain an estimate of the SNR, denoted by a]?. We
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begin by forming a preliminary estimate of decision-directed SNR estimation using (2.30)

(CTg[*])P = E

- hqWWqii] ~

= £■{ (h q{k[i\ ~ £[*]) + v n q\i]j

-

h[i])+ o n q[i^jj

+ cmq{i)){hqv\i] + a n q\i})T ^

=

= hLqE{y[i]v[i]T } h ^ + a 2

(2.36)

where the subscript P on {<Jq\i})p refers to our preliminary estimate, b\i] = [6 [z],. . . , b[i —
^ + 1]]T , S[z] = \b [ i } ,...,b [ i- L + l]]T , hg = [h9 [0],. . . ,h q[L - 1]]and v[i] =[u[z],. . . , v[i L + 1]]T is a random vector with each element u[/c] defined by
u[A:] = 6 [&] —%[k],

k = i — L + 1 ,... ,i.

(2.37)

Clearly u[fc] can take three different values, namely {—2,0, +2}. Our ability to find the value
of the correlation m atrix A [i] = E {u[i]u[z]T'} helps us to form a more precise estim ator for
the SNR. Before we proceed we first find the probability distribution of the random variable
u[z]. It should be noted th a t the probability th at v\i\ is equal to zero is the probability th at
its hard estimate is correct, th at is
Pr(u[z] = 0) = P r( 6 [z] = b\i}).

(2.38)

Using (2.35), it can be shown th at [65] the a priori probabilities of the coded bits can be
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expressed in terms of their respective LLR’s, as follows:

pr(i)|i| = b ) =

« p (* W W
1

+ exp ( 6 ADec [on
e x p ( + ±6 Ade

exp ( - ^ 6 ADec[Mi]]) + exP ( + ^ D e
_

cosh ( + ^ADec[6 [i]])(l +
2

1

cosh ( +

6

tanh(+^Aoec [6 [z]])

2 ADec [&[*]])

(2.39)

+ btanh ^ + ^ A Dec[6 [i]]^

where b € { + 1 ,-1 } . Substituting (2.38) in (2.39) we obtain
Pr(u[z] = 0) = -

1

+ b\i] tanh

jA Dec[6 [z]]^

again by substituting b[i] by its equivalent i.e. sign{ tanh (^Aoe
Pr(u[z] = 0)

=

1

2

1

(2.40)
we find that

-f sign |t a n h Q a D6C[b[i\] j | x tanh ^ + ^A De

1 + tanh ( -|A Dec

(2.41)

therefore, the probability distribution of random variable v[i] may obtain as follows:

Pr(u[z] = a) =

\ [1 + ta n h ( l|A De

if a = 0 ;

\ [l - tanh (jIAoe

if a = 26;

0

otherwise.

(2.42)

Meanwhile, assuming b[i\ and b[j\ are independent random variables for i , j = 0 ,... , M —
1

and i ^ j due to using the interleaver, it can be proved th at v[i] and v[j\ are also

independent random variables for i , j = 0 , . . . , M —1 and i ^ j . Prom (2.42) the probability
distributions of the random variable v\i] conditioned on the alternative transm itted symbols
are given as follows:
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Pr(u[i] = a|i>[i] = + l) =

i [l + tanh (^|ADe

if a = 0 ;

j [l - tanh (j|A d 6

if a = + 2 ;

0

otherwise.

(2.43)

and

Pr(u[i] = a\b\i] = —l) =

if a — 0 ;

[1 + tanh (jIAd©

5

i [l - tanh (jIAd©

if a = —2 ;

0

otherwise.

(2.44)

From (2.43) and (2.44), the conditional expectations of random variable v[i] can be deter
mined as follows:
£ { « [# [* ] = +1} = +1 - tanh Q |A Dec[6 [jj]]|^ ,

(2.45)

E{v[i]\b[i] = -

(2-46)

1}

=

-1

+ tanh QfAoec [&[*]] l) •

Using (2.39), (2.45) and (2.46), we may evaluate the unconditional expectation of random
variable v[i] after some manipulation, as
£?{«[*]} = E{v[i}\b[i\ = + l} .P r (6 [t] = + 1 ) + E{v[i}\b[i\ = - l } . P r (&[*] = - 1 )
= tanh Q A Dec[6 [*]]^ . ^1 - tanh Q |A Dec [&[*]] | ^

•

(2.47)

Using (2.42), the second order unconditional expectation of random variable v[i] is given
by
E{v\i}2} = 2

^1

- tanh Q |A Dec[ & [ * ] ] •

(2.48)

From (2.47) and (2.48) and bearing in mind th at random variables v[i] and v[j] are inde
pendent random variables for i , j = 0 , . . . , M — 1 and i ^ j , all elements of the correlation
matrix A[i] = E {v[i}v[i]T } can be determined. We may now refine our preliminary esti
mate in (2.36) by averaging over existing samples, as
1

p — 1 M —1
5=0

p -l

/

y q=0 \

i=0
r

M -i
.

t= 0

\
.

if)/

+

CT2 .

(2-49)
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Therefore our final estimate is formed as follows:
a 2F = a 2p - a|

(2.50)

where the subscript F on a 2F refers to our final estimate, and
1 r

* /

g=0

I

M- 1

iMf E. n
t=0

a i;

It should be noted th a t the constant value which is found through exhaustive search and
subtracted out from the estimated noise variance in [54] and [56] refers to the value of (cf2) e >
which was found here using analytical solution. The problem with those methods is that,
different searches must be performed for different frame lengths, different encoder, different
type of channels and different iterations, while our method here is fairly adaptive.
The proposed blind method for the first iteration provides a fairly good estimate for the
SNR. Care must be taken regarding the transition from the blind method to the estimator
based on the a priori information in (2.50) in order to achieve the best BER performance.
As we already pointed out, it is assumed th at the transm itted symbols do not experience
fading and therefore the received bit energy is equal to unity for all transm itted symbols.
The Eb/No in dB using the blind variance estimator is equal to
7

b =101og(— L . ) ,
\ 2Rca 2B

J

(2.51)

where R c is the rate of the code and aB = Am+i. We define yp = 10 log I —k*- ) and
\2Rca ^J
interval I = [7 b —£(,7 b + £u]- At each iteration a new yp is formed by exploiting a new
a posteriori information in (2.50). If yp lies in the interval I the corresponding a F in the
subsequent iteration is utilized; otherwise, we stick to our blind estimation method. It
should be noted th at if the blind method underestimates the SNR, the log-likelihood ratios
of the coded bits for the consequent iteration, become less than their actual value. This,
results in higher a \ in (2.50). Assuming th at the error in the estimated SNR using the
blind method is in the range th a t does not affect the bit error rate performance for the
consequent iteration, the preliminary estimate in (2.50) remains intact; therefore, our final
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estimate ap is less than the actual value (i.e. SNR overestimation occurs). By the same
reasoning, one concludes th at the underestimation of SNR using the blind method results
in the overestimation of SNR using the data-aided estimation method. The limits of the
interval I depends on the number of memories of the channel while they are independent of
the transm itted frame length, the constraint length of the code, and the type of modulation
employed in the transm itter side. We set the boundaries to the values th at the performance
of the system can not be degraded due to overestimation or underestimation of SNR in
the worst case scenario (i.e. high loss ISI channel). In other words we do not optimize
the interval I for the best possible performance, but rather we would like to show th at
with fairly large interval the system performance will be well preserved at the final stage;
although, slight degradation in performance is possible in the middle stages especially when
we switch from the blind method to decision-directed SNR estimation method for the first
time, due to the choice of interval I. furthermore, since the SNR is more susceptible to
underestimation than overestimation; therefore, the interval I is chosen asymmetrically with
larger allowed range for the overestimation compared to th a t of the underestimation, th at
is eu ^ eu. In each iteration new estimate of the SNR is formed using the new a posteriori
information from the output of the decoder. As the iteration proceeds and the quality of
the a posteriori information improves, the error in our estimation becomes negligible.
2 .6 .3

S im u la tio n R e s u lts

We present the bit error rate performance of the proposed method and compare it to the
case where the exact SNR is known to the receiver.

We consider the normalized bias

p = E { ^ f ~2(T } and the normalized root mean-square error (RMSE) rj = \ j £ ’{(^£^ - ) 2}
as a figure of merit for the estim ator performance using numerical examples. We consider
three different block lengths of 1024, 128 and 64 bits. The blocks are encoded through
a rate 1/2 constraint length 3 recursive systematic convolutional encoder with generation
matrix G = [5,7], where the first element in the matrix is the feedback part. A pseudo
random interleaver is employed. The oversampling factor p and the smoothing factor m are
chosen to be equal to 2 and 8, respectively. The pulse shaping filter is a square waveform
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with unit energy. We have chosen a symbol spaced channel model with channel coefficients
equal to [.227.460.668.460.227] corresponding to a high loss ISI channel with L — 5 [15].
The e; and eu of the interval I are chosen to be equal to 2dB and 3dB, respectively. Fig.
2.7 and 2.8 show the normalized bias and normalized RMSE bias of the proposed estimator
for frame length of 1024. From these figures it can be observed th a t for Eb/No = 0dB
and Eb/No = 2dB the estimator only utilizes the blind SNR estimator for all iterations.
The reason for this is th at the a posteriori LLRs at the output of the decoder are not
reliable in such low SNRs, and the final estimate generated from the decision-directed SNR
estimation (DDSNRE) method is not in the range of interval I. By increasing the SNR to
Eb/No = AdB, we observe a slight decrease in terms of normalized bias, but a slight increase
in terms of the normalized RMSE bias of the estim ator in the fifth iteration. As mentioned
earlier, the overestimation of the SNR by the blind SNR estimator in the previous iteration
results in underestimation of the SNR in the subsequent iteration by the DDSNRE method;
therefore, the mixture of overestimation (caused by the blind SNR estimation method), and
underestimation (caused by the DDSNRE method) has decreased the normalized bias in
the fifth iteration, but due to the fact th a t the magnitude of the underestimation caused
by the DDSNRE method has been larger than th a t of the overestimation caused by the
blind m ethod, the RMSE bias of the estim ator is slightly increased. Also, as the amount of
normalized bias is still positive in the fifth iteration at Eb/No — AdB, it can be concluded
th a t in the majority of cases the blind method has prevailed over the DDSNRE method.
By increasing the SNR from Eb/No = AdB to Eb/No = 6dB it can be observed that
the algorithm utilizes the blind method for the first and second iterations; therefore, the
normalized bias and the normalized RMSE bias of the estimator remains constant. In the
third iteration the system has switched to the DDSNRE method which has larger normalized
RMSE bias compared to the blind method, but the normalized bias curve shows that the
DDSNRE method underestimates the SNR while the blind method overestimates the SNR.
The magnitude of both the normalized bias and the normalized RMSE bias is decreased for
the subsequent iterations.
For Eb/No = 7dB it can be seen that the mixture of the blind method and DDSNRE
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method is used in the second iteration. This resulted in a smaller normalized bias, but
slightly larger normalized RMSE bias.

Again, it can be observed th a t in the majority

of cases, the receiver has employed the blind method.

For the third, fourth and fifth

iterations the receiver strictly employs the DDSNRE method and the magnitude of both
the normalized bias and the normalized RMSE bias of the estim ator is decreased.
A similar argument can be made with respect to the normalized bias and normalized
RMSE bias as we decrease the frame length from 1024 bits to 128 and 64 bits in Figures
2.9- 2.12, respectively. It can be seen th a t, unlike the method proposed in [55] which
demonstrates an error floor, the amount of bias for the proposed estimator is reduced by
increasing the SNR and asymptotically becomes zero as the iteration proceeds. Also, it
can be observed th a t the proposed blind SNR estimator is able to estimate the SNR with
high accuracy; therefore, the magnitude of the a posteriori information at the output of the
decoder is in the proper range. This scheme is in contrast with our proposed method in [54],
where an arbitrary SNR (i.e. SNR=0) was assumed at the input of the equalizer during the
first iteration. It should be noted th a t the small magnitude of the a priori information (due
to this assumption) is not able to boost the performance of the equalization and decoding
process in the second iteration. This becomes particularly critical for small block lengths
and high loss ISI channels, since in these situations the low bit error rate region is far from
the origin (i.e. SNR=0). Also, the proposed hypothesis testing criterion promises for the
smooth transition from the blind method to the data-aided estimation method when the a
priori information is reliable. From Fig. 2.8, it can be seen th a t a significant improvement
in term s of the root mean-square error performance is achieved by utilizing the proposed
iterative SNR estimation scheme; however, as we decrease the frame length to 128 and 64
bits, we observe an error floor with respect to the normalized RMSE bias performance of
the estim ator as shown in Fig. 2.10 and Fig. 2.12. This outcome is due to the small frame
length from which the SNR is estimated. However, it is obvious th a t although the quality
of the estimated SNR cannot be improved by iteration, still we are able to improve the
receiver performance in terms of the bit error rate by performing further iterations.
Fig. 2.13 shows the performance of the proposed receiver compared to the case where the
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Figure 2.7: Estim ator performance in terms of the normalized bias versus the number of
iterations for different SNRs, Frame size=1024
actual variance of the noise is known to the receiver. From the simulation results it can be
observed th a t the proposed SNR estimator is able to provide similar results in performance
to th a t of the known SNR at the receiver. This is an outstanding achievement, since other
methods proposed in [9], [54] or [56] are not able to do so specifically for small frame lengths.
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Figure 2.8: Estim ator performance in terms of the normalized root mean-square error versus
the number of iterations for different SNRs, Frame size=1024

2.7

Sum m ary

The performance of the Log-MAP and the Max-Log-MAP turbo equalizers in moderate
and high loss channels has been studied. Simulation results show th a t for moderate loss
channels the Max-Log-MAP turbo equalizer is a good candidate, since it is SNR indepen
dent and its performance is very close to the Log-MAP turbo equalizer, while for high loss
channels the Log-MAP turbo equalizer is a better candidate, since it shows superior perfor
mance compared to the Max-Log-MAP turbo equalizer. However, simulation results show
th at SNR mismatch degrades the performance of the Log-MAP turbo equalizer. Under
estimation of the SNR is more detrimental than overestimation. Therefore, when there is
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Figure 2.9: Estim ator performance in terms of the normalized bias versus the number of
iterations for different SNRs, Frame size=128
no information available at the receiver on SNR, an online estimation of SNR is necessary
to preserve the advantage of the Log-MAP turbo equalizer over the MAX-Log-MAP turbo
equalizer. We proposed an iterative SNR estimation method th at demonstrates superior
performance compared to the non-iterative scheme without increasing the complexity of the
system. Also, the proposed iterative scheme is particularly attractive in a fast varying SNR
environment, where the performance of the non-iterative method can be worse than th a t of
the Max-Log-MAP turbo equalizer.
Furthermore We proposed an alternative iterative receiver structure with integrated SNR
estimation for data transmission over frequency selective channels. For the first iteration the
SNR is estimated blindly using a subspace-based method. For later iterations a decision-
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Figure 2.10: Estim ator performance in terms of the normalized root mean-square error
versus the number of iterations for different SNRs, Frame size=128
directed SNR estimation method is developed as an alternative to the original blind scheme,
a hypothesis testing criterion is developed in order to decide whether or not this alternative
is a viable option for the consequent iteration.
The performance of the receiver was examined and it is shown th at our proposed receiver
performance is the same as th at of the known SNR case. Furthermore in terms of the
estim ator performance we examined the normalized bias and normalized root mean-square
error of the estimator with respect to the actual value, using numerical examples. It can
be seen th at unlike other methods in the literature which demonstrate an error floor by
increasing the SNR, our proposed estimator is virtually error free, specially in high SNR
region.
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Figure 2.11: Estim ator performance in term s of the normalized bias versus the number of
iterations for different SNRs, Frame size=64
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versus the number of iterations for different SNRs, Frame size=64
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Figure 2.13: Performance of Proposed adaptive SNR estimator (ASNRE) versus known
SNR for different frame lengths
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C h a p ter 3

Turbo Group Blind M ultiuser Detection
with Signal Rank E stim ation

In pervious chapter, we discussed single-user systems while many wireless channels, par
ticularly in emerging systems, operate as multiple-access systems, in which multiple users
share the same radio resources. As we already mentioned in Chapter

1,

among different

available technologies such as those based on tim e and or frequency division multiplexing,
the code division multiple access (CDMA) technique appears to be relatively beneficial. In
particular CDMA systems are intrinsically interference limited, they have higher frequency
reuse potential, and are able to combat multiple access interference and multipath distor
tion effectively when used in conjunction with multiuser channel estimation, detection and
channel decoding algorithms. In CDMA downlinks, a mobile receiver knows only its own
spreading sequence and is blind with respect to the other users of the system. In CDMA
uplinks, however, typically the base station has knowledge of the spreading sequences of a
group of users within its own cell, while it is blind with respect to other users from neigh
boring cells. The term group blind refers to this situation. It is normal to expect some
performance loss due to the presence of these users in the system over the case where all
users are known to the receiver. In order to boost the performance of the system for such
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scenarios, various types of linear and nonlinear detection schemes have been proposed for
uncoded synchronous CDMA systems in [6 6 ]- [6 8 ]. In [69], the idea in [67] and [6 8 ] has been
generalized and several forms of group blind detectors based on different criteria have been
developed.
For coded CDMA systems, Reynolds and Wang proposed a receiver structure for the
uplink of asynchronous CDMA systems [73]. In th at method in order to suppress both
intercell and intracell interference, the detector performs a soft interference cancellation for
each user in which estimates of the multiuser interference from the known users and an
estimate for the interference caused by unknown users are subtracted from the received
signal.
In this chapter we first consider the scheme proposed in [73] and we show th at the al
gorithm does not provide robust performance in CDMA uplink because the algorithm fails
to converge under certain conditions. It is mathematically proved th a t when the extrinsic
information at the input of the multiuser detector is large enough, the output of the detector
fails to converge. We then propose a robust group blind multiuser detection scheme th at
combines the concept of group blind detection and turbo multiuser detection for asynchro
nous CDMA systems over frequency selective channels. Specifically, it consists of two stages
similar to those of [65] for recursive systematic convolutionally encoded CDMA systems.
The first stage consists of soft interference cancellation and combined group blind MMSE
filtering, whereas the second stage consists of channel decoding. The combined group blind
MMSE filtering tries to suppress the interference from known users based on the signature
waveforms and th e channel characteristic of these users and to suppress the interference
from other unknown users using subspace-based blind methods. Simulation results show
th at this method preserves its advantage in performance over the conventional turbo multi
user detection method even in the case of high intercell interference. Furthermore, based on
the statistic properties of the signal and the channel, we propose an estimation algorithm
to estimate the number of unknown users which is much faster, less complex and is able
to provide the number of unknown users in white and nonwhite noise environments with
very high precision. Simulation results show th at the proposed estimator is not sensitive to
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param eters such as signal to noise ratio, over sampling factor, or processing gain.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.1, we present our signal
model and the system description. In Section 3.2, we analyze the work of Reynolds and
Wang in detail. Next, in Section 3.3, we derive a group blind turbo multiuser detector for
asynchronous CDMA systems by modifying the receiver given in [65] for all known users. In
Section 3.4, simulation results demonstrate the BER performance of the proposed method
as well as its sensitivity to the number of unknown users. In Section 3.5, we propose an
estim ator for the number of active unknown users present in the system. Near-far situation
is considered in Section 3.6. Finally, a summary is given in Section 3.7.

3.1

Signal M odel A nd S ystem D escription

We consider a recursive systematic convolutionally (RSC) coded CDMA system with K
users, employing normalized modulation waveforms (s i,S 2 , . ..
m ultipath channel with additive white Gaussian noise.

,s

k

}

and signaling through

The binary phase shift keying

(BPSK) information symbol sequence {djfc[i/]}£(L 0 for user k, k = 1

is first en

coded by an RSC channel encoder. For simplicity, we assume th a t all users employ the
same encoder having constraint length v and code rate R c. Although this condition is not
necessary for unknown users, since the base station does not decode the information from
these users. Also, generalization to accommodate different channel encoders for each user
with known spreading sequence is easy. Let M ' be the number of information symbols for
each user, including the trellis terminating v —1 tail bits. Thus channel codeword of each
user has length M = M ' / R c, and is denoted by bk[j) for j = 0 ,1 ,..., M —1.
The channel encoder outputs are next interleaved by a random interleaver, and these
interleaved symbols are next modulated by the user’s spreading sequence, and transm itted
through th e channel. If we denote the interleaver function of user k by
interleaver output can be written as {&Jt[f]}£fo \ where i = flitC?) for y =

then the

0 , 1,...,
N- 1

M —1 .

The spreading waveform of user k is assumed to be of the form s*(£) = - 7= J2 sk[j']‘lP{'t —
j'= 0

j'Tc), where N is the processing gain,

is a signature sequence of ± l ’s assigned
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to the A;th user, and ip(t) is a chip waveform of duration Tc = T / N and unit energy [i.e.,
/ 0T‘

= 1 ].
It is assumed th a t the receiver has knowledge of the signature waveforms of the first

K users ( K < K) , whereas the signature waveforms of the remaining K — K users are
unknown to the receiver.
We now consider a general multiple-access signal model where the users are asynchro
nous, and a channel th at exhibits dispersion due to multipath effects. In particular, the
L

m ultipath channel impulse response of the fcth user is modeled as fk{t) =

9i k ^ ~ Tlk)>
’
are, respectively,
1= 1

where L is the total number of pathes in the channel, and gitk and

the complex path gain and the delay of the fcth user’s /th path. It is also assumed that the
number of paths in all channels between transm it antenna of each user and the base station
is constant and is equal to L, the maximum delay spread of each user channel is

Ti

k, and

T[ k for each user is uniformly distributed between zero and the maximum delay spread of
the channel.
The continuous-time signal received at the base station receiver is given by
K M

L

r W = ' 5 2 ' 5 2 bk[i]'52gi,kSk(t - i T k=1 i = 0
1=1

Titk)

+ n( t) ,

(3.1)

where n ( t ) is a zero-mean complex white Gaussian noise process with independent real and
imaginary components and with power spectral density a 2.
Following the approach proposed in [69], at the receiver, the received signal r(t) is
filtered by a chip matched filter and sampled at a multiple p of the chip rate. Let us define
P = N p as the number of samples per symbol period, and i = max^{ ["TL'k^ Tc~\} be the
maximum delay spread in terms of symbol interval. The impulse response of the matched
filter is given as follows:

9(() J v
(0,

H

M

'

(3.2)
otherwise;

where Ep = J qc^p ip2(t)dt. It is shown in Appendix B that the <jth signal sample during the
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zth symbol interval is given by
K

i

„

k=1 n=0

N-l

V 1 &P -,=o

$ ( t ) $ ( t - R , k + n T - j ' T c + q ^ ) d t + . a n q[il,
P
(3.3)

[
Jo

i=1

where
r 'T + ( q + l ) - f

1

n <Al \ = — =¥ ft
~
\Jo2Ev
cr2E v JiT
JiT+qlf

Tc^

n(t)ip(t —i T —q — )dt.
P

Denote r[z] 4 [rQ[z],. . . , r J3_ 1 [i]]T’ , 6 [z] = [ ijz ] ,. . . ,bK [i]\T , and n[z] = [n 0 [z],... ,n p _ 1 [z]]r .
Define the overall impulse response of the fcth user as:
hk^ - ~v 7E^EWpZ ^X )q s* b '']X
^ 5i>* J/o
^

W

# - Ti,t + n ~p - j ' T c ) d t

(3.4)

Then m atrix H_{j) can be defined as follows:

...

hx[jP]

m

hK \jP)

j = 0 , . . . , L.

,

=
h^jP + P - l ]

.. .

hK [jP + P - 1]_

Then, (3.3) can be written in terms of vector convolution as
r[z] = H_[i] * b\i] + an[i}.

(3.5)

By stacking m successive sample vectors, we define the following vectors:
r[i)

n[i]

<111

u)

,

b[i —i\

nj*^ 4

,

r[i + m — 1 ] P m x l
n\i + m —1 ]
Finally m atrix H is c efined as follows:
Pmx 1

P m x /C ( m + t)

b fl

4

K ( m + i) x 1

H[t]

. ..

H[ o]

o

...

H[ l] . ..

. ..

b[i-\-m — 1 ]

o

£[0]

where the smoothing factor m is chosen according to m = [

~

[69]-

Using these

quantities, (3.5) can be written in matrix form as
r[z] = Hb[z] + crn[z].

(3.6)
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Now (3.6) can be rewritten as
r[i] = Hb[i] + Hb[i] + em[i],

(3.7)

where b[z] and b[i] contain the data bits in b[i] corresponding to sets of known and unknown
users, respectively; H and H contain columns of H corresponding to known and unknown
users, respectively.

3.2

Turbo M ultiuser D etectio n w ith U nknow n Interferers

In this section we first review in detail the receiver structure proposed in [73]. Then we show
th at such a multiuser detector fails to converge when the a priori information provided by
the single-user decoders, at the input of the detector, is large enough. This situation may
happen at both high and low signal-to-noise ratios after only a few iterations when the
single-user decoders converge to the right or wrong code words.
As explained in [73], the detector accepts, as inputs, the a priori log likelihood ratios
(LLR’s) for the code bits of the known users delivered by the SISO MAP channel decoders
of these users and produces, as outputs, updated LLR’s for these code bits. This is accom
plished by soft interference cancellation and MMSE filtering. Specifically, using the a priori
LLR’s, knowledge of channel coefficients as well as the delay of each path and signature
sequence of the known users and the number of unknown users present in the system, the
detector performs a soft interference cancellation for each known user, in which estimates of
the multiuser interference from known users and an estimate of the interference caused by
unknown users are subtracted from the received signal. Residual interference is suppressed
by passing the resulting signal through an instantaneous MMSE filter. The a posteriori
LLR can then be computed from the MMSE filter output. The detector first forms soft
estimates of the known users’ code bits as
bk[i) = E{bk[i}} = tanh Q a i [ M ] j ,
for k =

1,...,

(3.8)

K and i = 0 , . . . , M —1 , where Aj [k, i\ is the a priori LLR of the Ad;h user’s

ith bit delivered by the MAP channel decoder. We denote hard estimates of the code bits
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as
bk[i] = sign(fejt[i])
X

r -

and define b[z] =

x

for
"I

b[i — t}T, . .. ,b[i + m — l]r

k = l,...,K ,

T

(3.9)
"

x

T

, where b[i] ==[&i[z], . . . , 6 ^-[z]j . In the next

step, an estimate of interference of the unknown users, l[i\, is formed. The first estimate is
formed by
7

[i] = r[z] - Hb[i] = H(b[z] —b[z]) + Hb[z] + crnfz],
v
_
d[«]

where d[i] = [d[z —l]t , . . . , d[i + m —1 ]T] T ,d[z] = [rfi[
bk[i] —bk[i] for fc =

1,...,

*

]

(3.10)

and dk[i}

,

—

K and can be given by

0

with probability ^

j tanh [^|Ai[fc,i]|] ;

2bk[i]

with probability ^

\ tanh [^|Ai[A:, z]|] .

dk[i) = <

Defining T = [7 (0 ] , . . . ,

7

[M — 1]] and performing an eigendecomposition on TTH/ M yields
TTh / M = UAUh ,

(3.11)

where U is the m atrix of orthonormal basis of CPm which can be partitioned as follows: U =
[Uu | [/(], where Uu denotes the m atrix of eigenvectors corresponding to the K ( m + t,) largest
eigenvalues, and Ui denotes the m atrix of eigenvectors corresponding to the P m —K ( m + i,)
smallest eigenvalues. The span of the columns of Uu represents an estimate of the subspace
of the unknown users (i.e. the interference subspace).

In the case of £>*[*'] =

6 *[z]

for

i = 0 , . . . , M —1 and k = 1 , . . . , K , U Ucontains the signal subspace spanned by the unknown
interference H. To refine the estimate of the unknown users interference,

7 (2]

is projected

onto Uu. The result is
i[i] = UUU * [Hd[t] + Hb[*] + an[*]] .

(3.12)

Denoting H u = UUU^~R and n u[i\ = UuU^n[i], then (3.12) can be written as
i[i] = H ud[i] + Hb[z] +

crnu[z].

(3.13)

Subtracting the interference estimate in (3.13) from the receivedsignal in (3.7), a new signal
is obtained as follows:
CM = r[*] - I[z] = Hb[z] - H ud[z] + v[z],

(3.14)
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where v[z] A n[z] —n„[z] ~ AT(0,S„), with
(3.15)

E V = ^ ( I P m - U uU ?),

where l p m is a P m x P m identity matrix.
The soft interference cancellation on £[z] is performed as follows:
(3.16)

= <[*] - Hb*[z] + H ud[z],
whereb*[z] = b[i — l]t , . . . ,bk[i]T , . . . ,b[i + m — \}T
T

with bk [z] A bi [z], . . . , bk- 1 [z], 0 , bk + 1 [z], . . . , bk [z]

, d[*] A d[i — i]T , . . . , d [ i + m — 1 ]T
„

and

i d[z] — d\ [z], . . . , di>[z

dfc[z] = 5fc[z] | l - t a n h QlAxIfe.z]!^!

for

k = l,...,K .

(3.17)

Substituting (3.14) into (3.16), gives
r fc[z] = H(b[z] - bjt[z]) - H u(d[z] - d[z]) + v[z].

(3.18)

An instantaneous MMSE filter is then applied to r*[i] to minimize the mean-square error
between the code bit bk[z] and the filter output zk[i), i.e.
w/c[z] = arg

min
w

- w Hr t [z]|2}.

(3.19)

e CFrn

The answer to the optimization problem in (3.19) for user k is given by
w*[z] = ( H A k[i]HH + E „)_ 1p A[z],
where H = H

(3.20)

H u , and

~(b[z] -b*[z])

Afc[z] A Cov

Afil®] A j2[*]

•<s>.

I

1

1

1

I

where A^[z] A Cov{b[z] - b*[z]} = diag[i^[z - z],. . . ,£n[z],.. . ,£n[z + m J ji [z + Z] A d iag [l-& i[z + /]2 , . . . , l - 6 ^.[z + /]2]
5n[z]

A diag[l - &i[z']2, . . . ,

1

-

6 *_i[z]2 , 1 ,1

(3.21)

A21 W A*2[*]_

-

/ = -z, . . . , m - l
6 jt+ 1 [z]2, . . . , 1

1 ]],

and

and
I ^ 0,

- b k [i}2}.
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In a similar way, A 22 [i] is given by A 22 [*] — Var{d[z]} = diag[(J22 \i —i],. . . , J22[* + m —1]]
, where S$2\j] A diag [/?i [7],... ,% [j]]
h \ j ] 2a k[j]2, and a k[i] A

1

, for j = i - z, . . . , i + m -

1,

- tanh (±|Ai[A;,z]|)- Also,

A^[zl = A{2[*] A Cov{b[i], d[*]} = diag[<&[* - i],. . . , <&[i + m where

(3k[j] = 2a*[7 ] -

[7 ] A diag[ai[j]( 6 i[j ]2 -

1) , .. .,

a^[y']( 6^[y ]2 -

1 ]],

(3.22)

for j = i - l,. .. ,i + m -

1 )],

1.

Finally, p*[z] is defined as
Pjfcf*] - £{&*[*]**[*]} = H e ^ l+ik - a fc[*](l - bk[i}2) l l ueRi+k,

(3.23)

where e ^ L+k is a K ( m + z)-component column vector with 1 in the ( K i + k)th position
and 0 elsewhere. Making the assumption th a t the MMSE filter output is Gaussian [74], the
extrinsic information A2 [A:, i], delivered by SISO multiuser detector is given by

1

k = l,...,K

- A**]*]

(3.24)

where zk[i] = w *[ipr*[i] and p k[i\ A p k\i]H ( H A k[i]HH + E,,)-1 ?*^].
W hen the a priori information on the code bits of known interfering users becomes large
enough (i.e Ai[j, i\ =

±00

for j = 1

,K ,j

k), (3.20) can be simplified as follows:

Wi[«] = (H e ^ l+ te ^ i+ tH

+ E„)

1H

e ^ t+fe.

Since H e ^ i+jl is a column vector, the rank of H e ^ t+(te j f ^ H

(3.25)

is 1. Using the proposition

below, it is easy to see th a t the rank of E„ is P m — K ( m + 1 ).
Propos ition: The rank o f S v = cr2(Ipm - UUU ^ ) is P m —K ( m + l).
Proof: Since the matrix U is unitary, UUH = l p m. Partitioning U as before, [Uu | Ui\[Uu |
Ui]H = I pm or Ip m - UJJ** - UiUtH. Therefore, rank{E„} = rank{IPm - UUU ^ } =
rank{U\U'f1}. Since the columns of U[ consists of P m — K ( m + z) orthogonal vectors,
rankfCZ/t/^} = P m —K (m+z). It therefore follows th at the rank of E„ = cr2(Ipm —UuU^ ) is
P m —K( m+ i) .
~
~H
—
Therefore, the rank of (H e ^ t+Ae ^ +JfcH + E „ ) is less than or equal to P m —K ( m + l) + 1 ;
thus, this matrix is singular and its inverse does not exist. In practice, this situation might
happen when the single-user decoders converge to the right or wrong code words which
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produces large extrinsic information at the output of these decoders. In the next iteration
this large a priori information at the input of multiuser detector results in convergence
failure of the multiuser detector. This is in contrast with the result reported in [65], where
the detector converges to the correct code words in the case of perfect a priori information.
Our simulation results confirm our analytical discussion. We observed th a t multiuser detec
tor fails to converge after only two or three iterations at both high and low signal-to-noise
ratios.

3.3

G roup-blind Turbo M ultiuser D etector
For A synchronous C D M A System s

In this section, we consider a general multiple access signal model where the users are
asynchronous, and a channel th at exhibits dispersion due to m ultipath effects. Then, we
generalize the turbo multiuser detector (TMUD) proposed in [65] for group-blind CDMA
systems.

Instead of modifying the soft interference unit by estimating the interference

form the unknown users and subtracting it from the received signal, as it is done in [73],
we revise the MMSE-based filter in a way th at the receiver can suppress the multipleaccess interference (MAI) from unknown users, at the expense of adding computational
complexity. The structure of the proposed receiver is shown in Fig. 3.1. The first stage of
the iterative receiver performs soft detection on all known users’ symbols. The second stage
of th e receiver consists of a bank of K single-user channel decoders. In the first stage of
the receiver, it is assumed th a t the a priori information about the coded symbols 6 *[f] for
k = 1 , . . . , K and i = 0 , . . . , M — 1 is available. For the first iteration, it is assumed th a t the
a priori information has a uniform distribution, while for the next iterations the a priori
information is provided by the second stage of the receiver (i.e. the channel decoders). The
iterative group-blind multiuser detection proceeds until the condition of a certain number
of iterations is satisfied. At this point the a posteriori information at the output of the
decoder is sent to a decision device and the process is terminated. The proposed group-blind
multiuser detector consists of soft interference cancellation for known users and a combined
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Figure 3.1: Block diagram of the proposed receiver structure
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MMSE filtering, which minimizes both the intracell and intercell interference using MMSE
criterion. The unknown users’ signals are suppressed by identifying the subspace spanned by
these users followed by a linear transform ation in this subspace, based on MMSE criterion.
Soft Interference C ancellation
The soft interference cancellation at the first stage of the proposed receiver is similar to
what was proposed in [65]. Suppose th a t at the first stage of the receiver we have available
a priori log likelihood ratios Ai [A:, z] of known users’ transm itted symbols. These values are
in fact generated by the single-user channel decoders at the previous iteration, which are fed
to the group-blind multiuser detector after appropriate interleaving.The soft estimate of the
known user’s transm itted symbol is given by (3.8) for A; = 1, . . . , K , and * = 0 , . . . , M —1.
The partially interference-canceled signal corresponding to the fcth user’s symbol is then
obtained by subtracting a soft-estimate of the multiple-access interference of known users
from the received signal
r*[i] = r[z] -H b * [ i] = H(b[i] - b*[i]) + Hb[z] + crn[i],

(3.26)

where b*[z] = b[i] —bk[i]e^.i+k, e ^ L+k is an K ( m + t) vector of all zero exceptfor the single
unity element at the K l + fc position. bk[i] is the soft estimate of the /cthuser’s symbol,
and b[i] is a vector of the soft estim ate of known users’ coded bits. We further define
rjt[z] = H(b[i] —bjt[z]) + an[i] to be the component of r*[z] in (3.26) consisting of signals
from known users plus noise.
G roup-blind Linear M M SE F ilterin g
In order to further suppress the MAI from known users and unknown users a combined
instantaneous linear MMSE filter w*[*] is applied to r* [z], such th at
Zk[i) = w*[i]^r*[z].

(3.27)

The purpose of using group-blind MMSE filtering is to suppress the remaining MAI from
known users based on the spreading sequences and channel characteristics of these users and
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to suppress the interference from other unknown users using subspace-based blind method.
The weight vector of the group-blind linear MMSE detector for user k is given by
w*[i] = w*[«] + w*[i],
**’
where w*[i] € range(H), and w/Ji]
w*[i]

=

6

1

< k <K

"H
{range(H) fl null(H )} such th at
min _ E{\bk[i] - w ffr*[z]|2}

arg

(3.28)

w € ran g e(H )

w fc[i] =

argm in E { | 6 fc[i] - (w + WfctiD^rfcti]!2}

(3.29)

w en

H
where Q == (range(H ) fl null(H )}. (3.28) can be rewritten as
w * [i]= a rg

min

w /f£'{ri [z]r/t[z]/f}w -

- E{bk\i\rk[i]}Hvf

(3.30)

w € ran g e(H )

where
E { i k{i}rk[i\H}

=

K A k[i\HH + a 2I Pm

(3.31)

[*]?*[*]} —
and Ajtfi] = Cov{b[i] —b*[i]} = diag[j*[i - t],. . . ,Sk[i],. .. ,£*[* + m &.k[i + l\
&[*]

— diagfl —b\[i + I]2, . . . ,
-

diagfl -

6 i[i]2, . . . , l

1

—b^[i + /]2]

(3.32)
1 ]],

—1

where
and

1^0,

- f y ^ i ] 2 , 1 , 1 - b k+1[i}2, . .. ,1 - b k \i)2}.

The solution to the optimization problem (3.30) is given by
w*[i] = K ( A km

HH + a H R(m+l)r 1eRl+k.

(3.33)

In the same way, (3.29) can be simplified as follows:
w*[i]

=

argm in{(w + w *[i])^£'{rj
t[i]rA:[i]/f}(w
+ w*[z])
)HE { r k\i}rk
\i}H)
wen
TT'Sh,
u n _ trsu,
unHr
- ( w + w*[i]) E{bk[i}rk[i]}
- £'{ 6 i[i]r*[i]}w(w
+ w *[*])},

(3.34)

where ^ { r *[z]r*[«]^ } = H A t(i]H ^ + H H ff + cr2 Ip m and £'{ 6 fc[z]rfc[i]} = He^-t+fc. To solve
the optimization problem (3.34), we first introduce the projection matrix P , which is defined
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~H

in a way th at projects any signal onto the null subspace of H

; in this way P is defined as

follows:
P A l Pm -

(3.35)

The autocorrelation m atrix of r[i] is given by
£{r[*]r[*]*} = H H H + H H H + a 2l Pm.

(3.36)

It is then easily seen th a t the m atrix P E { r[i]r[i]^ } P has an eigen-structure of the form

An

0

u?

0

Un UD
i

o

P£{r[f]r[i]H}P = Us

where A s = diag[Ai,. . . ,
1

— K ) ( m + i).

range(H) fl null(H ^).

(3.37)

i°a:

o

0

03

><

0?

o

1
0

and A„ = <r2I pm~K(m+i), with A* > a 2 for i =
The columns of Us form an orthogonal basis of the subspace

An approximation for autocorrelation matrices £{r[i]r[i]^} and

^{r*[i]r*[i]^} can be formed as follows:
1

M -i

CT±E{r[i\rli\H} * - J 2 rWrWH

(3.38)

C Tk{{\ 4 E { r k[i]rkli\H} « C r - K H .H + HA*[*]H.

(3.39)

i= 0

The solution to the optimization problem (3.34) is given by
W*[t] = - U s A3 l U ? C T. [*]w*[*].

(3.40)

The combined group-blind MMSE filter is defined as
W*[»] = w t [t]+w*[i] = (IPm- USA ~ 1 UaHC rk[i] )H ( A *[zjH ^H + * 2l R(m+l) )~ 1e * t+#:. (3.41)
In [74], it is shown th a t the residual MAI plus the background receiver noise at th e output of
a linear MMSE multiuser detector can be well modeled as being Gaussian. It is reasonable
to expect the same property to hold in this situation. Thus, we may model the combined
MMSE filter output as
Zk[i\ = RkW>k[i} + Vk[i],

(3.42)
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where p k\i] = E { z k[i]bk\i}} = w * [ ip H e ^ t+;t, and v k[i}2 = Var{ 2 *[i]} = p k[i\ - PkWModel (3.42) is used to compute the soft outputs from the first stage of the receiver. It
can be shown th a t the extrinsic log likelihood ratio corresponding to the fcth user’s signal
k € {1, • •., K } , delivered by the soft instantaneous group-blind MMSE filter is given by [65]

A

j

Then, the set of soft outputs {A2 [A;,

1

M

=

(

3

-4 3 )

, k = 0 , . . . , K are deinterleaved and passed on

to th e bank of single-user channel decoders to serve as the a priori information.

3.4

Sim ulation R esults

3.4.1

BER performance of the proposed method

We present bit error rate (BER) performance results by simulating data transmission using
the receiver introduced in Section 3.3 part A. We consider an asynchronous CDMA system
with seven users (K = 7). The number of known users in this system are 5,4,3 or 2, as
noted on the figures. The spreading sequences of the users are random sequences of length
7 and the same set of spreading sequences is used for all the simulations. The number
of paths between each user and the base station is L k = 3, and the maximum delay in
symbol interval is 1. The complex path gains for each user channel are generated from a
complex Gaussian distribution and normalized such th a t the composite signature of each
user (i.e user k) satisfies ||He^-t+A.|| =

1.

All users employ the same rate

1 /2

constraint

length 5 recursive systematic convolutional encoder with generator m atrix g = [23,35] in
octal notation, where the first element in the matrix is the feedback part. Each user uses
a different interleaver generated randomly. The block size of information bits for each user
is 128. In the simulation, we consider the worst case scenario where all users have equal
power. The chip pulse waveform is a raised cosine with roll-off factor of 0.5. For the sake
of comparison, in each figure, we have included three sets of graphs, the proposed turbo
group-blind multiuser detector (Pm-GBMUD), the conventional turbo multiuser detector
as proposed in [65], in the presence of unknown interference and conventional turbo multi
user detector when all users are known to the receiver. We have considered the sampling
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rate at the output of the matched filter to be Tc/p where p = 3 for our method as well as the
conventional turbo multiuser detector [65]. For this reason we named th e conventional turbo
multiuser detector as Pm-TMUD. It should be noted that, the transm itter, the multipath
channel, the channel decoder, and the interleaver/deinterleaver structure are identical for
all systems. The only difference resides in the SISO multiuser detector structure.
Fig. 3.2 illustrates the average bit error rate performance of the 5 known users, out of the
total number of 7 users, for the proposed turbo group-blind receiver and the conventional
turbo multiuser receiver. As is shown in this figure, the performance of both methods is
very close in the presence of low intercell interference . Almost same results are obtained for
4 known users out of the total number of 7 users, as shown in Fig. 3.3 except th at, the PmGBMUD preserves its advantage over conventional Pm-TMUD even in high SNR region.
As the intercell interference increases or equivalently number of known users decreases to 3
and 2, as shown in Fig. 3.4 and Fig. 3.5, respectively, the conventional Pm-TMUD tends
to exhibit an error floor at high SNR. This is mostly because the detector fails to suppress
the multiple access interference from unknown users, while the proposed method continues
to provide the lower BER as the SNR increases. Also as we would expect, by increasing
the number of unknown users the performance gain due to iteration decreases. This is
because the decoder only provides soft information for the known users signals, and soft
interference cancellation is only done for these users, while the interference from unknown
users is suppressed blindly, which is not improved through the iteration.

3.4.2

BER Performance Sensitivity to the Number of Unknown Users

It is worth noting th a t both the algorithms presented in Section 3.2 and 3.3 assume per
fect knowledge of the number of unknown users at the receiver. In this section, several
simulations have been performed in order to examine the effect of mismatch of the number
of unknown users on the BER performance of the proposed method. Fig. 3.6 and Fig.
3.7 show the simulation results when the number of known users is equal to 5 and 2, re
spectively. The total number of active users in the system is 7. The characteristics of the
encoders, spreading sequences, and the m ultipath channels are the same as those given in
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Average Performance of Known Users (5 of 7 Users are known)
-0— Pm-TMUD
-V— Pm-GBMUD
Pm-TMUD (All known)

cc
U
i
DO
w

t

UJ

.1s

m

3 .. Iter.

Figure 3.2: Performance comparison between different methods when 5out of 7 users are
known to the receiver
the previous section.
Each figure contains a number of curves corresponding to different signal to noise ratios.
We consider the effect of the number of unknown users mismatch with an offset with respect
to the true number of unknown users present in the system. It is noted from these figures
th a t both overestimation and underestimation of the number of unknown users result in
performance degradation of the receiver; nevertheless, as far as we are able to determine
the presence of unknown users, the system performance is better than th at of the conven-
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A ve ra g e P erform ance of Known Users (4 of 7 U sers are known)
- 0 — P m -T M U D
-V —

P m -G B M U D
P m -T M U D (All Known)

3,^ Iter.

3 J Iter.

Figure 3.3: Performance comparison between different methods when 4 out of 7 users are
known to the receiver
tional turbo multiuser detector. However, in order to attain the best performance from the
proposed receiver, accurate estimation of the active number of unknown users in the system
is essential.
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A verage Perform ance of Known Users (3 of 7 users are known)

-e—P m -T M U D
V — P m -G B M U D
P m -T M U D (All Users Known)
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Figure 3.4: Performance comparison between different methods when 3 out of 7 users are
known to the receiver

3.5

E stim ation o f the N um ber of U nknow n U sers

The adaptive rank estimation algorithm (AREA) proposed in [78] for signal rank estimation
exploits the intrinsic property of the eigenvalues of the correlation matrix C r = V SD S

+

<r2 V nV ^ to define a decision rule. In this method, which is similar to the work in [77], a
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A verage Perform ance of Known U sers (2 of 7 Users are known)
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P m -T M U D

■V— P m -G B M U D
P m -T M U D (All U sers Known)
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Figure 3.5: Performance comparison between different methods when 2 out of 7 users are
known to the receiver
likelihood function plus a penalty function is given by
D

TJ=K £

i= k + 1

HD L( k) = M ( D - k) In
•

where Aj for j =

(.n
3—fc

Xi
+ P ( D , k , A),

(3.44)

+1

are the estimated eigenvalues of correlation m atrix decomposi

tion in descending order and D = P m is the dimension of the received signal vector in our
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Average Known U sers Perform ance

y

10

Number of Unknown U seis Offset

Figure 3.6: Bit error rate versus number of unknown users mismatch after 3 iterations,
K = 7, K = 4, and K = 3
model. In [78], the penalty function, however, is chosen in a different way in comparison
with the Akaike information criterion and minimum description length criterion in [77] to
correctly detect the number of sources for colored noise, and is given by
P( D ,k ,X ) = - M

D

A

V ln-i.
j=k+i

(3.45)

The rank of the signal subspace is determined coarsely by a k that minimizes the cost
function in (3.44). For further improvement of the estimation, in [78], a hypothesis testing
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A verage Known U sers Perform ance

uj

10'

Unknown U sers Offset

Figure 3.7: Bit error rate versus number of unknown users mismatch after 3 iterations,
K = 7, K = 2, and K = 5
criterion has been proposed based on the method in [?]. The criterion is to find a rank that
minimizes the hypothesis criterion
v ,- a (h.i)Hv jn ( v i ) Hh{
i
i K ) HK

.___________
r —a < j < r + a,
- I - *

where f is the estimated rank using the cost function in (3.44), d is the adjusting factor, V Jn
is the corresponding matrix of the noise eigenvectors when the rank of the signal subspace
is j , and

is the blind estimation of the fcth user’s channel, when the rank of the noise
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subspace is P m —j.
Fig. 3.8 shows the performance of the AREA. The frame size, and the encoder structures
are the same as in previous sections. The spreading sequences are randomly generated and
different sequences are used for each transm itted frame. As before, each user’s channel has
L = 3 paths. The fading gain of each path in each user’s channel is generated from a com
plex Gaussian distribution and is fixed over the duration of one signal frame, and changes
independently thereafter. The delay of each path is uniformly distributed on [0, N T C}. The
smoothing factor is m = 2. The noise at the receiver is modeled by a first-order autoregres
sive model with coefficient a =

0

or a =

0 .8 ,

corresponding to white or highly correlated

noise samples. The noise is generated according to,
v[i] = ±y/\a\v[i - 1] + \ / l ~ M n [*],

(3.46)

where v[i] is the noise sample at sample i and n[i] is a complex Gaussian noise vector.
In each simulation the number of transm itted frames is 1000.

From Fig.

3.8(a), it is

evident th a t the AREA does not provide the correct number of unknown users in the low to
m oderate SNR regions, even when a large adjusting factor d for hypothesis testing is chosen;
also, when the total number of users is larger than the maximum number of users th at the
system can accommodate, the AREA method provides incorrect estimation of the number
of unknown users as shown in Fig. 3.8(b). In contrast, in the high SNR region, when the
total number of users present in the system is less than the maximum number of users
th a t th e system can accommodate, the AREA is able to estimate the number of unknown
users accurately in both colored and white noise as shown in 3.8(c) and 3.8(d), respectively;
however, in a coded CDMA system, the system usually works in low to moderate SNR, and
for heavily loaded CDMA systems, there is always a possibility th a t the sum of the number
of interfering users from outside the cell plus the number of users inside the cell exceed
the total number of users that the system can accommodate. In such scenarios, if we can
detect the correct rank of the signal subspace, we can increase the over sampling factor p
for the next frames such that all active users can be accommodated in the system. This
way we can effectively eliminate the interference from unknown users, using the group-blind
receiver structure. Based on these conditions, we propose a novel signal rank estimation
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method th at can estimate the number of unknown users with high probability.
In order to estimate the number of unknown users, we assume the number of known
users and the variance of the noise are known to th e receiver, and as before, we assume all
users have equal power. We start by rewriting (3.7) in term s of known and unknown users’
signals as
r[z] = Hb[z] + Hb[z] + crn[i] — X[z] + I[z] + an[z],

(3-47)

where X[z] = Hb[z] and I[i] = Hb[z]. It is possible to approximate the interference from
unknown users by a zero mean Gaussian noise vector which is independent from the additive
white Gaussian noise and the known users signal X[z]; therefore, the sum of the interference
from unknown users and the additive white Gaussian noise is also a complex Gaussian noise
with zero mean and covariance matrix
1 A f-l

Cov{v[z]} = E{r[i\r\i]H} - H H * = — £

r[z]r[z]" - H H * ,

(3.48)

1=0

where v[z] = I[z] + an[i}. It is feasible to further estimate the variance of v[z] as
f M—l
_ _ wl
Trace | M E r[z]r[z]H - H H |

■4 - —

-------------- -■

(3'49)

Extending the same methodology to the known users, enables us to approximate the
known users’ signal as a complex Gaussian vector with zero mean and covariance matrix
Cov{X[z]} = H h E An estimate of the variance of X[z] is given by

Since

<Tx depends on the number of known users, and seeing th a t all users contribute equally to
form this variance, the variance of the Gaussian signal corresponding to each known user is
equal to

Finally, the number of unknown users in the system can be found as follows:
M -i
-1
__
( ~
(f
M
„rr
i) \
z^r___ J| f( 1^ £ r[t]r[*]*) - tlitt
ATIVace
H H " - a_ 22It_PmjI

K = round ( ^L. 1 | = round

(3.50)
Trace { h H ^ }

V

/

where round(a;) rounds x to the nearest integer.
Fig. 3.9 shows the the performance of the proposed estimator in systems with different
parameters such as processing gain, the over sampling factor p, the number of known and
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unknown users, the autoregressive coefficient, and the signal to noise ratios. Figures 3.9(a)(d) represent our proposed estimator performance with the exact same parameters as those
in Fig. 3.8. As it is evident from the graphs, the estimator is able to provide an accurate
estimate of the number of unknown users with high probability. The worst performance
occurred in

= 0 dB, but the estimation error is almost always limited to ±1 in the number

of unknown users. The application of the proposed method is not limited to the uplink of
CDMA systems. Such an estimator can be applied to the blind receiver for the downlink of
CDMA systems, where the knowledge of the number of unknown users th at are present in
the system is crucial for subspace-based detectors. In addition, the proposed estimator can
also be employed with aperiodic spreading sequences. The alternative methods based on
singular value or eigenvalue decomposition usually set a threshold to separate the unknown
users from the variance of the noise, or sometimes it is claimed th a t the gap between the
smallest eigenvalue of signal subspace and the largest eigenvalue of the noise subspace is
much greater than the gap between other adjacent eigenvalues. While theoretically this
is true; in practice the magnitude of singular values (or eigenvalues) depends on different
parameters such as SNR, and the processing gain; therefore, any predetermined threshold
might result in a huge error in the estimation. Also, the magnitude of singular values or
eigenvalues changes very smoothly, thus it is not reliable to split the signal and the noise
subspaces based on the gap between their eigenvalues.

3.6

N ear-Far Situation

We consider a near-far situation, where there are four equal power strong known users and
three equal power weak unknown users present in the system. The known users are 3 dB
stronger than the unknown users. Fig. 3.10 shows the average performance of known users
under the proposed group-blind receiver. We consider two situations. First, when the exact
number of unknown users is available to the receiver, and second, when the proposed estima
tion m ethod (which assumes equal-power users) is used to estimate the number of unknown
users. For the sake of comparison, we have included curves corresponding to group-blind
case, when 4 out of 7 users are known and all users have equal power, as well as the case
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Figure 3.8: AERA rank estimation performance in systems with different parameters. Hor
izontal: estimated number of unknown users; vertical: number of frames
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where all 7 users are known to the receiver after 3 iterations. The system specifications are
exactly the same as those given in Section 3.3. As seen, the performance of the strong users
does not degrade from the weak interference, a phenomenon which was previously observed
in the conventional turbo multiuser detector [65]. Intuitively this makes sense, since in the
group-blind situation, we treat the unknown users from the prospect of complex Gaussian
noise vector; therefore, we can expect the system to achieve better performance when the
noise has lower power spectral density, compared to the equal power case. Therefore, it
is evident th a t the proposed receiver has robust performance in near-far situations. Also,
the performance degradation due to unknown users with weak power is not severe. Note
th a t in the case of near-far situation, our proposed signal rank estimation method under
estimates the number of weak unknown users by a factor proportional to the known users
versus unknown users power ratio, but as it can be seen from the simulation results, this
effect is in fact beneficial and the turbo multiuser detector performance integrated with the
proposed signal rank estimation outperforms the performance of a system when the number
of unknown users is available to the receiver. Such an effect has been reported in [77] as
well.

3.7

Sum m ary

By generalizing the turbo multiuser receiver proposed in [65] for the group blind case, we
have proposed an iterative uplink receiver for multiuser block coded CDMA systems in mul
tipath channels. The iterative receiver consists of a first stage th at performs soft interference
cancellation and combined group blind filtering based on MMSE criterion to suppress the
MAI from known and unknown users, followed by a second stage of channel decoders. In
order to reduce the effect of intercell interference we proposed a modified scheme th at can
be used to suppress the effect of MAI from unknown users in high intercell interference
systems. The modified scheme performs the interference suppression and channel decoding
in different stages. More specifically, after soft interference cancellation on the coded bits
of known users, this soft information is sent to a combined group blind multiuser detector.
The proposed group blind filter satisfies the MMSE criterion in a way th at it suppresses
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Average Performance of Known Users (4 of 7 users are known)
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Figure 3.10: Average Bit error rate of unknown users under the proposed receiver structure,
when the known users are 3dB stronger than the unknown users. Number of iterations= 3,
K = 7, K = 4, and K = 3
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the remained MAI from known users based on the spreading sequences and the channel
characteristics of these users, while suppressing the MAI from other unknown users, using
subspace-based blind method. Simulation results show th a t the proposed method signifi
cantly outperforms systems th at ignore the effect of interference from unknown users.
The knowledge of the number of unknown users is crucial for proposed receiver structure.
For this reason we proposed an estim ator structure by exploiting the statistical properties of
the signal. Unlike other schemes in the literature, th e proposed estimator is able to estimate
the number of unknown users in low to moderate signal to noise ratio with highly correlated
noise samples. Furthermore, if the number of known users plus the number of unknown
users exceed the number of users th a t the system can accommodate, the estim ator is able
to accurately estimate the number of unknown users in such scenarios. By increasing the
over sampling factor for later frames, we are able to eliminate the interference from these
users effectively.
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C h a p ter 4

Join t Iterative M ultiuser D etection and
Channel E stim ation

In this chapter we propose an iterative receiver th at performs channel estimation without
using pilot symbols. We will estimate the channel in conjunction with symbol detection at
each iteration. For the first iteration, we perform the blind channel estimation procedure to
estimate the channel. Since the blind channel estimator has an arbitrary phase ambiguity,
we employ differential encoding and decoding [88]. We exploit the result of recent research
on the class of error correcting codes generated by the serial concatenation of a recursive
systematic convolutional (RSC) encoder, an interleaver and a differential encoder [96]- [101]
for each user. These codes are attractive because they combine the performance gain of er
ror correcting coding with the robustness of noncoherent demodulation [101]. The receiver
structure consists of a matched filter, a channel estimator, a soft interference cancellation
unit, a minimum mean-square error filter, a soft output differential detector, distinct dein
terleaver for each user, a bank of single-user RSC decoders, corresponding interleaver, and
finally differential decoders. The single-user RSC decoder and differential decoder of each
user can work in an iterative fashion to further improve the performance. At the end of
inner iterations between single-user decoders, the soft estimate of coded symbols, as well
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Figure 4.1: Block diagram of the transm itter structure
as the results at the output of the MMSE filter are combined to be sent to the channel
estim ator and soft interference cancellation unit. The channel estimator provides a new
estimate of the channel based on this new information, and sends the channel information
to the multiuser detector and the soft interference cancellation unit. The process of chan
nel estimation, soft interference cancellation, detection, and iterative decoding is continued
until a suitably chosen term ination criterion (i.e. specific number of iterations), stops the
iteration process.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In section 4.1 we present our signal
model and the system description. Next, in Section 4.2, we derive the receiver structure
for asynchronous CDMA systems. In section 4.3, we demonstrate the performance results
obtained via computer simulation. Finally summaries of this chapter are given in Section
4.4.
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4.1

Signal M odel and th e S ystem D escrip tion

We consider an asynchronous coded CDMA system of K users employing normalized mod
ulation waveforms

{ s i,S 2 ,...,s /t}

with binary differential phase shift keying (DPSK) mod

ulation signaling through a m ultipath channel with additive white Gaussian noise. Fig.4.1
shows the structure of such a system. The binary phase shift keying (BPSK) information
symbol sequence of {ii*[i]}“ 0 of user k for k = 1,..., K is first encoded by an RSC channel
encoder. For simplicity we assume th a t all users employ the same encoder having constraint
length v and rate R c, although this condition is not necessary, and generalization to accom
modate different channel encoders for each user with known spreading sequence is easy. Let
M ' be the number of information symbols for each user, including the trellis term inating
v — 1 tail bits. Thus the channel codeword of each user has length M = M ' / R c, and is
denoted by bk\j] for j = 0 ,1 ,..., M — 1. The channel encoder outputs are next interleaved
by a random interleaver, and these interleaved symbols are passed through a differential
encoder. Each user employ a different interleaver. If we denote the interleaver function of
user k by ]T[fc, then the interleaver output can be written as {6*[*]}^q \ where i = 17*1?']
for j = 0 ,1 ,..., M —1. The output of the differential encoder is given by
dk[i] = -bk[i)dk[i - 1].

(4.1)

The differential encoder is assumed to start at the reference symbol d*. [0] = 1. The differen
tial encoder outputs are next modulated by the user’s spreading sequence, and transm itted
through the channel. The spreading waveform of user k is assumed to be of the form
Sk(t) =

1 N~l

S k l j ' M t - j'Tc),

(4.2)

where N denotes the processing gain of the CDMA system, s* = [s*[0],...,s*[Af — I]]2"
denotes the fcth user’s spreading code, Tc denotes the chip period, s*[/] € {(+1), (—1)},
and ip(t) is the normalized chip waveform (i.e. f ^ c ijj2(t)dt = 1).
The transm itted signal Xk{t) in (4.5) is given by
M -l

x k(t) = ^

dk[i]sk{ t - i T ) ,

(4.3)

i= 0
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where d*[z] denotes the transm itted symbol of user k during the transmission interval [iT, (i+
1)T]. The channel impulse response can be w ritten as
L

~ Ti<k)>

/*(*) =

(4-4)

1= 1

where L is the number of paths in m ultipath channel,
path gain of the channel for user k, and

denotes the corresponding complex

is the delay of the Zth path of the kth user’s

signal.
The continuous time received signal can be written as
K

r W = ]£[**(*) * M * ) ] + n ^>
*=i

(4-5)

where * denotes the convolution operation and n(t) is complex white Gaussian noise process
with zero mean and variance cr2.
We have assumed th a t the number of paths in all channels between transm it antenna
of each user and the base station is constant and is equal to L, th a t the maximum delay
spread of each user channel is

and

77

* for each user is uniformly distributed between

zero and the maximum delay spread of the channel.

4.2

R eceiver Structure and A lgorithm s

In this section, we incorporate the channel estimation procedure into the turbo multiuser
detection algorithm. We modify the receiver structure in a way th at it is able to estimate
the channel without using pilot sequences. Fig.4.2 shows the receiver structure. The first
stage of the iterative receiver performs channel estimation, and soft symbol detection for
all users in th e system. The second stage of the receiver consists of a bank of single-user
RSC decoders serially concatenated with single-user differential decoders.
We consider a general multiple access signal model where the users are asynchronous,
and the channel exhibits m ultipath distortion effects. From (4.5) and (4.4), the continuous
signal received in this case is given by
K M

L

r (i) = Y Y dk® Y 9l’kSk(t ~ i T ~ Tkk) +n{t).
*=1 »=o
1= 1

(4.6)
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At the receiver, the received signal r(t) is filtered by a chip matched filter with the following
impulse response:
>

9(t) ±
V

0

ifO

-

-

p

>

^

otherwise.

where E P = J q C^P ip2(t)dt. The output of the matched filter is then sampled at a multiple
p of the chip rate. The over-sampling of the output of the matched filter can increase the
number of users th a t the system can accommodate [104], Let define P = N p as the number
of samples per symbol period, and

l

= ^max^{\ TL,)pTc ]} be the maximum delay spread in

terms of symbol interval. The <j4h signal sample during the 2th symbol interval is given by

rS
x -i=

[

= J 2 J 2 dk^ ~ n ^
Skw
k=l n = 0
V-'V j ' = 0

m>k
1=1

i>(t)ip(t - Tt'k + n T - j ' T c + q— )dt + a n q[i],

V E p Jo

(4.8)

V

where
i T + ( g + 1)-

— i T — q— )dt.
V

—„
,
y ^ E ; j iLT +qT,
Denote

n 0[i]

di[*]
r[il —

,

,

d[*]^

rp-i[i}_
and

n[*]4

dK[i\_

N -l

hk [n] = - 7 = = = Y
V N E P j / =0

Sk ^ f l 9l*k f

- Tit + n — ~ j ’Tc)dt.

/=i

P

JO

(4.9)

Then m atrix H_{j) can be defined as follows:
hi\jP}

...

hK \jP]

hi\jP + P -1]

...

hK [jP + P - 1]

m=
j =0
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Using these quantities, (4.8) can be written in terms of vector convolution as
r [x] = H[i] * d\i] + an[i]

(4-10)

i
where H_[i\ * d\i\ = J2 £L[j}d{i —j]. By stacking m successive sample vectors, we define the
j=o
following vectors:
—t]

n\i\

d* 1

, n[i] 4

r[i]±
r[i + m - 1]

Pmx

, d[ #
n[i + m — 1]

1

d [ i + m — 1]

Pmx 1

Finally matrix H is defined as follow,
H[i\

...

H{0]

.. .

0
(4.11)

0

...

H \ l] . ..

H[0]

P m xK (m + i)

where the smoothing factor m is chosen according to m = [ P - k ] l [88].

Using these

quantities, (4.10) can be written as follows:
r [i] = Hd[i] + an[i],

(4-12)

where n[i] is a complex Gaussian noise vector of dimension P m , n[i] ~ Af(Q, Ip m). As men
tioned earlier, the blind channel estim ator always introduces an arbitrary phase ambiguity
to the

system. To incorporate this phase ambiguity in our model, (4.12) can be written as

follows:
r[i] = H ad[i] + un [*],

(4-13)

where
a = diag[fe,...,a]lx* (ro+0],
a = [ai,...,aK\,
and ak = exp j&k is the phase ambiguity compensator. The param eter 0^ of user k remains
constant over one frame and changes independently for each frame. Using (4.13), it can be
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assumed th a t the channel estimator, estimates the matrix H , and the random vector a can
be eliminated using differential detection. We define the following complex symbol vector:
c [i\ A ad[t]

(4.14)

with elements ck[i\ = akdk[i\. Now, (4.13) can be rewritten in terms of complex symbol
vector c[i] as
r[i] = Hc[i] + an[i].

(4-15)

At this point in order to explain the structure of the first stage of the receiver including
channel estimator, soft interference cancellation unit, and soft output MMSE multiuser
detector, it is assumed th at the soft estimate of complex symbols cjt[i] are known to the
receiver.
4 .2 .1

C h a n n e l E s tim a tio n

For the first iteration we assume th a t soft estimates of complex symbols have uniform
distribution. In the first iteration the channel is estimated by exploiting the orthogonality
between the signal and noise subspaces. This is similar to what is proposed in [93]. Define
1

-

~ fkrnr-

2

V -'V A p

f Tc/p

>9l,k /
Jo

T

i p( t ) i p( t - Ti i k+ m — )dt,
P

m = 0,l,...,p/i-l,

where

(4.16)

is the maximum length of the channel response, defined as

(4-17)
From (4.9), we can write
N- 1
=

Y i S* [ / W t n - J ' p I
j'= 0

n - 0 ,1, . . . , (fj, + N - 2)p + p - 1.

(4.18)
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By decimating a*[to] and hk[n] into p subsequences,
a k,q M

-

we get

a klq + m p]

to

= 0, . . . , / t — \\q = 0, ...,p — 1.
N - 1

/lfc,g[n]

= /ifck + nP] = X
+
(n - /)? ]•
f=0
n = 0, ...,/i + N - 2 ; q = 0 , . . . , p - 1.

(4.19)

Prom (4.18), we can write
(4.20)

{hkMTni* - 2 =
Define
a *,g[°]
A

A

H k,q

’

=

"b N — 2]

, and

:
r^i.gt/i — 1]_

sfc[0]

0

...

0

«*[1J

flfefO]

0

i

:

sfc[l]

0
« *[ 0]

sk[ N - 1]

i

0

sk[ N - l ]

:

0

0

s *[l]

0

sk[ N - 1]

( n + N - l)x /j

Then (4.20) can be written as
^fc,g

^kSLk,q-
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Finally, defining:
a *,o[0]

hk,o[°\

ak,p—1[0]
A

QLk =

hk =

akfiln ~ 1]

—2]

®k,p—l [h

hk,p-i[m + N ~ 2]

1]

we can write
h.k— ^hQLki

(4-22)

where

u* = n* ®IP,
and ® denotes the Kronecker product and I p is the p x p identity matrix. Using (4.12), the
autocorrelation m atrix for r[i] is given by
(4.23)

C r ^ £ { r [z]r[2]*} = H H * + * 2I Pm.
By performing an eigen-decomposition of the m atrix C r , we obtain

Us Un
where As = diag[Ax,...,

As

0

U sH

0

An

u?

(4.24)

contains the K ( m + i) largest eigenvalues of C r in descend

ing order; A„ = cr2I Pm_K^m+^, with A* > a 2 for i = 1

+ l). The column of Un

form an orthogonal basis to the column space of H. Specifically hj. = H e/f1+t is in the
column space of H , where QKt+k is an K ( m + i) vector of all zero except for the single unity
element at the K t + k position. In other words,
Hr

Un tkk — Un £Lk®k = 0,

(4.25)

where
hk

— O kQ L ki

(4.26)
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and

hk
Ilk

(4.27)

o' (f( m - t - l ) P + p ) x l _
Qk

(4.28)

From (4.25), an estim ate for the channel response a k can be obtained by computing the
~H
eigenvector corresponding to the minimum eigenvalue of the m atrix £lk UnU^Q_k. Using
(4.26), and the estimated channel response (i.e. a k), we can estimate the vector hk for
k = 1 ,..., K . Finally, an estimate of the m atrix H is formed with the same structure given
in 4.11. The condition for the channel estimation obtained in this way to be unique is th a t
the m atrix U^O.k has rank p/i —1 which necessitates th at [Pm — K ( m + l)[ > pp. Thus
the to tal number of users th at can be accommodated in this system is upper-bounded by
min ([P (m —t )/(m + i)], Amax), where m in(.,.) selects the smaller value of the two, and
ifmax is the total number of users th at can be accommodated in a CDMA system and is a
function of the total bandwidth, the coding rate, the processing gain, and the information
bit signal to noise ratio [103].
For later iterations when the soft estimates of complex symbols ck[i\ for k = 1, ...K
and i = 0,..., M — 1 are available to the channel estimator, the channel can be estimated
differently.
Multiplying both sides of (4.15) by the complex symbol vector c [i]H and taking the
expected values of both sides, we get
(4.29)
Replacing c[*] in (4.29) with the soft estimated vector (i.e. c [*]), the matrix H can be
estim ated as follows:

M -l
M

(4.30)
i= 0

The estimation can be refined further by averaging different values in the estimated matrix
H , th a t represents the same quantity, using the structure given in (4.11).
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4.2.2

Soft Interference Cancellation

Consider th a t we would like to detect the fcth user’s complex symbol at tim e i. Now, (4.10)
can be written as
i
K
i
r[i] =2£*[0]cfc[i] + ^ i £ * [ j ] c * [ i - j] + ^
^ R n\j]cn[i - j] + crn[i],
j =1
n=l,n^kj=0

(4.31)

where H\m] = H\m\. (diagfa])'-1, and H l[m\ denotes the /th column of H\m\. The first
term in (4.31) contains the complex symbol of the desired user (i.e. user k) at time i; the
second term contains the previous complex symbols of the desired user which results in
intersymbol interference (ISI), and the third term contains the complex symbols of other
users in the system which contributes to the multiple access interference.
The function of soft interference cancellation unit is to partially remove the ISI and the
MAI from the received signal by utilizing the soft information on the complex symbols.
The proposed soft interference cancellation unit is similar to what is proposed in [65], The
partially interference-canceled signal corresponding to the A:th user’s symbol is then obtained
by subtracting out the soft-estimates of the intersymbol interference of the desired user as
well as th e multiple access interference of other users.
r*[i] = r[i] -H c * [i]

(4.32)

where c*[*]= c[i] —c*[i]e/rt+*, eKi+k is an K { m + i) vector of all zeroexcept for the single
unity element at the K i + k position. c*[i] is the soft estimate of the fcth user’s complex
symbol, and c[z] is a vector of the soft estimate of all users’ zth complex symbol.

4.2.3

Soft Output MMSE Filtering

In order to further suppress the ISI from previous symbols of intended user as well as the
MAI from other users in the system, an instantaneous linear MMSE filter w*[z] is applied
to rfc[i], such that
Zk\i] = Wjfe[*]tfr*[*].

(4.33)

The purpose of employing an instantaneous MMSE filter is to suppress the remaining ISI
and MAI based on the spreading sequences and channel characteristics of all users in the
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system. The filter w*[z] 6 CPm is chosen to minimize the mean square error between the
complex symbol c*[i] and the filter output zk[i], i.e.,
wjt[i] = arg min £{|c*[i] - w Hr*[i]|2}
wecp”»

(4.34)

Then, (4.34) can be simplified to
Wfcfil

=

arg min
w e C Pm
M „ M l
- v f HE{ck[i]rk[i]}
- EZ 7{Mc .kMW. . k[i}} w

(4.35)

where
£ { r fc[2]r*[i]ff} =
E{ck[i)*k{i\}

=

H A *[i]H * + a 2I p m

(4.36)

Hep-t+fc,

(4-37)

and
A *[*] =

Cov{c[i] - c*[i]}

=

diag[£*[i - 4], ...,£*[i], -,£*[* + m - 1]],
(4.38)

where £*[*] = c[i] - ck[i\eKL+k and,
+

-

diag[l — \c\[i + Z]|2, ..., 1 —\cj([i + /]|2]
/ = —4, ...,m —1 and

£*[*]

=

1^0,

diagfl - |ci[i]|2, ..., 1 - |c*_i[i]|2, 1,
1 -|c /t+ i[i]|2,...,l - \ c K \i}\2].

The solution to (4.35) is given by
w*[i] = (H A i[i]H H + a 2l Pm)~ll l e KL+k.

(4.39)

It should be noted th a t in (4.39) we require an estimate of the noise variance a 2. A simple
estimate of a 2 is obtained by averaging on the eigenvalues of A„ given in (4.24).
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In [74] it is shown th at the

residual interference plus the background receiver noise at

the output of a linear MMSE multiuser detector can

be wellmodeled asbeing Gaussian. It

is reasonable to expect the same property to hold in this situation. Thus, we may model
the combined MMSE filter output as
Zk[i] = Vk[i)ck\i] + Vk[i],

(4.40)

where
=

E { z k{i]ck[i}}

=

(4.41)

and
v 2k[i] =
=

var{**[*]}
Rk[i] ~ vlii]-

(4.42)

In order to obtain the extrinsic information of the coded symbol bk [i] at the output of
the filter, we need to perform differential detection. More specifically using (4.40) and (4.1)
and defining zk[i} = —
h[i\

— 1] we can write,
= Hk[i]l*

- l]*fc[»] - HkWkWTkli - !]

-H*k[i - 1\c*k[i - 1]»/*[*] -

- 1].

(4.43)

From (4.43), it can be seen th at zk[i] is the sum of three different random variables. Sub
stituting ck[i] with exp(j8)dk[i], and c*k[i - 1] with e x p ( - j9 ) d k[i - 1], one may obtain the
individual distribution of the random variables on the right hand side of equation (4.43).
The second term on the right hand side of equation (4.43) is the product of two indepen
dent random variables namely dk\i] and r}*k[i — 1], The random variable X = dk[i] has the
following distribution:
f x ( x ) = £5{x - 1) + (1 - £)<J(a: + 1),
where we assumed Pr(d*[z] = +1) = £ and S(.) is the Dirac’s delta function. The product
of the zero mean, complex Gaussian distribution Y = rfk[i — 1] with dk[i\ has the following
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distribution:
+00

fz{z)

=

[

T -J x ,Y (w ,

J

|n;|

V

—
) dw
wJ

-00
+00

f

=

y - J x M - f y ( - ) dw
\w\
\w /

J

—00
+00

=

/

+ ^ “ 0 ^ ( ^ + 1))-/y

(^)dw

—00

t f y ( z ) + (1 - Q f y ( - z ) = fy{z ),

=

(4.44)

where the last equality is obtained since the zero-mean Gaussian distribution has even
symmetry. The distribution of the third term can be obtained by exploiting the same
analysis. The fourth term is the product of two independent zero mean complex Gaussian
distributions. It can be shown th a t the product of two independent zero mean Gaussian
random variables with distinct variances

and <Jy is given by fz{ z ) = 1V(T1—

( 5+ “ ) ’

where Ko is the modified Bessel function. Using the central limit theorem it is possible to
approximate the sum of the above distributions with a Gaussian distribution having the
same mean and variance, i.e., zk{i\

N c{Rk{i]bk[i],vl{i}), where

= E { z k[i]bk[i}} = l*k[i]Hk[i - 1],

(4.45)

and
v \*[*] =
=

var{5j+]} = E { z 2k [i]} - (E {z k[i}})2
A*fc[*]Mfc[*-l]-

(4-46)

Therefore, the log-likelihood ratio (LLR) of the extrinsic information X\ [6+]] delivered by
the differential soft

instantaneous MMSE filter is given by
a

n

M l

\h[i] - M A ? , | * f c [ * ] +
—
sn —
+~ m
= ^{Tk{i]zk\i\}

£ * [ * ] I2

~

«*[*]
=

(447)
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The set of soft outputs {Ai[&*[*]]} for k = 1

and i = 0

- 1 are next deinter-

leaved and passed on to the bank of single-user channel decoders to serve as the a priori
information.
The second stage of the receiver consists of a bank of K independent serially concate
nated SISO single-user channel decoders and differential decoders. As shown in Fig. 4.2,
the inputs to the kth SISO channel decoder are the a priori LLR’s of the code bits of the kth
user. For the first inner iteration this information is provided by SISO multiuser detector
as given in (4.47); however, for later iterations between the two decoders, the information
is provided to the channel decoder by the differential decoder. Next we briefly review the
concept of channel decoding and differential decoding.

4 .2 .4

C h a n n e l D e c o d in g

Given the binary input alphabet { —1, +1}, the encoder can be in one of the 2"-1 states cor
responding to different contents of encoder memories. The trellis structure can be employed
to compute the a posteriori LLRs [1],

= ,

p{

p iN n i]

P { {A, [ M

= +i]

p \m

= + ii

» ] ] \h \i\ = - l ]

r im

= -1 ]

\m

= A2[&*b1]+M6*b1]
k

=

1

j =

- 1

(4.48)

where A2 [6^[y]] and Ai [&*[)]] refer to the extrinsic LLR and the a priori LLR of the coded
bit bk[i], respectively. The extrinsic information is the information about the code bit bk[i]
gleaned from the prior information about the other code bits based on the trellis structure
of the code. The a priori LLR of bk[i] is computed by the multiuser detector or differential
decoder of the kth user, deinterleaved and then fed back to the channel decoder.
Finally the extrinsic information at the output of the decoder is obtained by subtracting
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Table 4.1: Simulated M ultipath CDMA System
M u lt ip a t h g a in

U s e r N o.

S i g n a tu r e

M u lt ip a t h d e la y (T c )

k

{•fcb*']>

r 2 ,k

T3 ,k

9 i,k

1

1- 1- 1- 1-1 1-1 i - i - i 1-1 1-1 1

0 .4 9 4 3

1 .5 4 4 2

6 .3 9 6 6

- 0 .2 9 1 0 + > 0 .5 0 1 0

0 .3 6 1 0 — > 0 .5 0 6 0

0 .5 2 8 0 -> 0 .0 0 8 0

2

-1 1-1 1- 1- 1- 1-1 1-1 1- 1-1 1 1

0 .2 0 9 7

7 .8 8 9 9

8 .3 6 6 7

- 0 .5 7 8 0 - > 0 .0 5 7 0

- 0 . 5 2 3 0 - > 0 .5 8 2 0

0 .2 0 7 0 + > 0 .0 9 3 0

3

- 1-1 1-1 1-1 1 1-1 1- 1- i 1- 1-1

5 .7 9 3 7

8 .3 1 7 8

9 .5 7 8 8

—0 .1 7 8 0 — > 0 .4 6 9 0

0 .3 0 7 0 + j 0 .6 2 9 0

0 .3 6 2 0 - > 0 . 3 5 8 0

4

1 1 1- 1-1 1 1- 1- 1- 1- 1- 1-1 1-1

0 .2 5 3 5

2 .0 2 6 5

8 .3 2 1 4

0 .7 1 2 0 + > 0 .5 2 9 0

1 .2 9 0 0 + > 0 .2 1 9 0

0 .6 6 9 0 - > 0 .9 2 2 0

5

1 1 1 1-1 1- 1-1 1- 1-1 i - 1-1 1

0 .5 6 7 9

7 .9 9 7 5

8 .4 9 1 7

- 0 .0 4 0 0 + > 0 .5 5 8 7

- 0 . 3 4 8 0 - > 0 .2 9 8 7

0 .1 2 3 1 - > 0 .6 7 8 8
0 .4 5 1 0 - > 0 .2 0 5 4

92, k

9 3 ,k

6

1-1 1 1 1- 1-1 1 1 1- 1- 1-1 1-1

1 .6 1 8 0

2 .8 4 0 0

4 .2 4 8 0

- 0 .2 4 8 8 + > 0 .5 7 3 2

0 .3 0 8 6 + > 0 .5 1 8 3

7

- 1-1 1-1 1 i - i - i 1 1 1 - 1 1 1-1

1 .3 3 6 2

4 .0 0 4 0

5 .9 6 7 8

0 .5 0 6 5 + > 0 .0 6 6 7

- 0 .5 1 1 4 + >0 .6 8 22

- 0 .0 0 8 4 - > 0 .1 0 9 4

8

1 1-1 1 1-1 1-1 1- 1-1 1-1 1-1

2 .8 6 2 5

3 .6 9 4 2

5 .0 8 3 3

- 0 .6 5 3 5 + > 0 .1 4 8 0

0 .4 1 0 8 + > 1 .2 6 3 8

0 .9 7 2 4 - > 0 .2 2 4 1

the a priori LLR from the a posteriori LLR in (4.48), th at is
A2[6*b1] = A 1[6*[j]] - A i [&*[?]].

4 .2 .5

(4.49)

S IS O D iffe r e n tia l d e c o d e r

The purpose of the differential decoder is to calculate the a posteriori LLRs of the coded
symbols 6*[z] entering the differential encoder. In [101] it is shown th at the a posteriori
probabilities (APPs) PT{bk[i] = ^ |{ ^ [^ ]} ^ = o ) where b € { (+ 1 ),(—1)}, can be calculated
by utilizing the original algorithm introduced in [1] for each user. The inputs to the fcth
differential decoder are {z*[i]} provided at the output of the multiuser MMSE filter as given
in (4.40), and the a priori information on coded bits A2 [bk [*]] th a t are formed by interleaving
the extrinsic information provided by the corresponding single-user channel decoder. It
should be noted th a t there are slight differences between our proposed differential encoder
and the one proposed in [101]. In [101] the inputs to the noncoherent decoder are first
modulo-M added to the previous coded symbol and then the outputs of the encoder are
modulated using M-PSK modulation. Keeping the difference in mind it can be seen th at
for the same set of input data, the outputs of the proposed differential encoder are exactly
the same of those proposed in [101] and thus the same decoding structure can be employed.
Using (4.40) and knowing th at there is a one-to-one mapping between coded symbols
m U f i o 1 an(i transm itted symbols {d*[z]}£fq\ the probability density function (pdf) of
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Zk[i\ conditioned on coded symbols and the phase error compensator is given by
1
V

t>fc[i]\/27r

~~ dk{i\exp(j9k)\2},

x exP{ —

(4-50)

because the noise samples at the output of the MMSE filter are independent we may write,

x

^

2y m

“ d k W ex P ( i ^ ) l 2}-

(4 -5 1 )

Since 0* has uniform distribution over [0,2n), the dependence of equation (4.51) on 6^
can be removed by integrating over the pdf of 0*. Using Bayes’ formula and limiting the
number of previous samples used by the estim ator to the window size W, an approximation
for conditional pdf p (zk [n]|{^/c[^]}m=o>

P ( ^ M |{ ^ [ n h (^
=

Fk [n ]

can *3e obtained as follows:

{zk[n -

Izk N + Ck [n] exp{ jTTbk [n]} | J
------- r - ---------- r------------------------------------ (4.52)

ft ( 4 # ‘ t” H)
with

w
p
OfcM = ^ 2 zk[n - p] exp{y'7r ^
-

p=

l

1

bk[n - i]},

(4.53)

t = i

where 6*[i] = (fc*[z] + l)/2 , F/Jn] is a quantity th at does not depend on

—TO]}m=0 >and

7o(.) is the modified Bessel function of order zero. Using the window size of W, different
values of the estimate arise only from 2W ~1 possible values of {6*[n —

As such

trellis-based decoding structure can be constructed. It should be noted th a t this trellis
structure is purely artificial and it is not to be confused with the trellis structure associated
with the differential encoder. Defining the state at time n as sn = {6fc[n —tti}}^~ q , the
state space <S is the set of 2W~1 binary sequences of length W — 1. From each of the
2w ~l states, there are two branches corresponding to the two different values of

[n], for
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a to tal of 2W branches in a trellis section. The trellis structure is defined by the state
transition m atrix S T w [{hfc[n —

,bk{n] = {6jt[n - m]}^To anc^ t ^e “c°de symbol”

generation m atrix S G w ^{bkln —m]

, bk[n]

= {bk[n — m ]}^iZo- Associated with the

branch corresponding to the specific sequence of code symbols, {6fc[n —

is the

branch metric defined in (4.52).
W ith this trellis structure and the a priori log-likelihood ratios, {A2 [6^[i]]}, the standard
APP algorithm can be used to calculate the a posteriori LLRs, {A2 [&*[*]]} at the output
of the differential decoder. The extrinsic LLRs Ai [&*[*]] at the output of the differential
decoder are formed by subtracting the a priori LLRs {A2 [4**[*]]} from the corresponding
aposteriori LLRs {A2 [bk [f]]} as shown in Fig.4.2. The extrinsic LLRs are then deinterleaved
and sent back to the channel decoder to serve as the a priori LLRs {Ai [6^[j]]} for the next
inner iteration between the channel decoder and the differential decoder. The inner iterative
process between channel decoder and differential decoder proceeds until the condition of a
certain number of inner iterations is fulfilled. At this point if the constraint on the number of
external iteration is also satisfied, the a posteriori LLRs at the output of differential decoder
are sent to a decision device after appropriate deinterleaving, and the process is terminated.
Otherwise the soft estimate of complex symbols ck[i\ for k = 1,..., K and i = 0,..., M — 1 is
formed and is sent to the channel estim ator and soft interference cancellation unit for the
next iteration.
Using the a posteriori log-likelihood ratios {A2 [6*[*]]}, the soft estimate of transm itted
symbols is given by [65]
bk [i] = £{&*[*]} = tanh Q A2[M*1] j .
for k = 1

(4-54)

and i — 0,..., M — 1. The soft estimate of complex symbols {c^[i]} is then

formed using the method introduced in [102],
Ck[i\ = ^ [zk\i] + h[i]zk[i ~ 1])

(4-55)

for k = 1, ..., K and i — 0,..., M —1. It should be noted that the norm of the softestimate of
the complex symbol c^[z]

should always be equal or less than one.Thus wemaynormalize

the result obtained in (4.55) if \ck[i]\ > 1.
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A verage P erform ance of All U sers

Proposed method, 1 iteration
Proposed method, 2nd iteration
Proposed method, 3rd iteration
Proposed method, 4th iteration
Proposed method. 5th iteration
Single user bound, proposed method, 5‘" iteration
Conventional method with channel estimation. 5th iteration
Isolated channel estimation, 5ih iteration
Single user bound, conventional method, 5”' iteration

E JN JdB

Figure 4.3: Average performance of all users for the proposed receiver structure in fouruser m ultipath channel, number of internal iterations^ 3, number of external iterations= 5,
block length of M ' = 512
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4.3

Sim ulation R esults

We present bit error rate (BER) performance results by simulating data transmission using
the receiver introduced in Section III.
We consider an asynchronous CDMA system with four or eight users (K = 4 or K = 8).
The user spreading sequences are sequences of length 15 and the same set of spreading
sequences is used for all simulations. The m ultipath channel model is given by (4.4). The
number of paths between each user and the base station is Lk = 3, and the delay of each path
Titk is uniformly distributed on [0,10TC]. In Table 4.1 we list the signature sequence {s*[/]},
path delay {tj^} and complex path gain {<?/,*} for each user k. The m ultipath delays are in
term s of number of chip intervals (Tc). The complex path gains for each user are normalized
such th a t the composite signature of each user (i.e user k) satisfies ||He^-l+t,|| = 1. All users
employ the same rate 1/2 constraint length 5 recursive systematic convolutional encoder
with generator m atrix g = [23,35] in octal notation, where the first element in the matrix
is the feedback part. The size of the window for differential decoder is W = 3. Each user
uses a different interleaver generated randomly. The block size of information bits for all
users is either 512 or 256 bits as noted on the figures. In the simulation, all users have
equal power, chip pulse waveform is a raised cosine with roll-off factor of 0.5, and the oversampling rate p at the output of the matched filter is set to be one except for the case of
eight users (K = 8) where the over-sampling factor is increased to two in order to be able
to accommodate all users in the system. In each figure, we have included the performance
of the proposed method for the first five iterations; furthermore, in order to demonstrate
the performance gain achieved by our proposed iterative channel estimation method, we
have also included the performance of a similar structure which performs one tim e blind
channel estimation and then performs five external iterations between the multiuser detector
and single-user channel decoders. We refer to this method in our simulation as the isolated
channel estimation method. Also the performance of the system after five iterations is shown
for the case when the single-users’ differential decoders are eliminated. This structure is
similar to the conventional turbo multiuser detector proposed in [65], with additional blocks
consist of the proposed channel estimation and the SISO differential detection; we refer to
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it as the conventional method. Finally, for systems with four users, the figures also show
the single-user bounds for our proposed method and the conventional method after five
iterations. The single-user bounds refer to the performance of our proposed method as well
as the conventional method when the channel is known to the receiver and only one user is
present in the system (i.e. no multiple access interference). These are the lower bounds for
our proposed algorithm and the conventional algorithm.
Fig.4.3 illustrates the average bit error rate performance of the system after five itera
tions for a block length of 512 bits. In each iteration, after passing the information from the
first stage to the second stage of the receiver, three inner iterations are performed between
the RSC decoders and the differential decoders. It is observed th a t very close performance
to the single-user bound is achieved. When comparing the performance of the proposed
system and th at of the conventional system to their respective single-user bound, one could
observe th a t our proposed method is less susceptible to the effects of the channel estimation
error and the multiple access interference. Slight degradation in performance is observed
as the block length is decreased from 512 to 256 bits as shown in Fig.4.4. This is in part
due to the finite length of the signal frame, from which the channel is estimated. Fig.4.5
shows the performance of the proposed method when eight users are present in the sys
tem. We have performed one internal iteration and five external iterations. Also in Fig.4.5
we have provided the performance of the proposed receiver when the channel is perfectly
known to the receiver, it can be seen th a t even with one internal iteration the performance
of the proposed method outperforms th a t of the conventional method. The effectiveness
of the proposed iterative channel estimation scheme may become more clear by compar
ing the performance of our proposed method with th at of the isolated channel estimation
scheme. It can be seen th at the isolated channel estimation scheme is unable to improve
its performance after five iterations while our proposed scheme exhibits great improvement
in performance after the same number of iterations. Further improvement is made to our
method by the serial concatenation of the RSC channel decoders and the differential de
coders. This is clear as we compare the performance of our proposed method with th at of
the conventional turbo multiuser detector which does not employ the differential decoders.
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4.4

Sum m ary

We have proposed an iterative uplink receiver for multiuser differentially coded CDMA
systems in m ultipath channels.
The iterative receiver consists of a first stage of channel estimation, soft interference
cancellation and SISO multiuser filtering based on the MMSE criterion, followed by the
second stage th a t consists of a bank of serially concatenated single-user channel decoders
and differential decoders.
The proposed receiver is able to estimate the channel and to improve the estimation via
iteration. For the first iteration the channel is estimated using a subspace blind method,
while for later iterations the channel is estimated using the soft estimate of complex symbols
provided by combining the output of the differential decoders and the MMSE multiuser
filter.
The power of the proposed receiver resides in two parts. First, due to different users’
spreading codes, it is able to estimate the channel without using the pilot sequences, thus
increasing the bandwidth efficiency. Furthermore by improving the accuracy of the estima
tion in each iteration, the performance degradation due to imperfect channel estimation is
minimal. Second, the performance is further improved by exploiting the serial concatena
tion of an RSC channel decoder with a differential decoder. It should be noted th a t the
differential encoder has a coding rate of one, thus it does not introduce any redundancy
and yet significantly improves the BER performance. Simulation results demonstrate th at
the proposed receiver offers performance approaching th at of the single-user bound at high
SNR.
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Average Performance of All Users

- Proposed method, 1* iteration
~ Proposed method, 2nd leration
~ Proposed method, 3rd iteration
- Proposed method. 4,h iteration
- Proposed method, 5th iteration
- Single user bound, proposed method, 5th iteration
~ Conventional method with channel estimation, 5th iteration
~ Isolated channel estimation, 5th Iteration
Single user bound, conventional method, 5th iteration
3

4
Eb/NO (dB)

Figure 4.4: Average performance of all users for the proposed receiver structure in fouruser m ultipath channel, number of internal iterations= 3, number of external iterations= 5,
block length of M ' = 256
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CD 10'
Proposed method, 1d iteration
-e— Proposed method, 2 . iteration
— Proposed method, 3 ^ iteration
-A— Proposed method, 4 iteration
Proposed method, 5. iteration
Conventional method with channel estimation, 5 . iteration
Isolated channel estimation, 5.. iteration
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Figure 4.5: Average performance of all users for the proposed receiver structure in eightuser m ultipath channel, number of internal iterations= 1, number of external iterations= 5,
block length of M ' = 512
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C h ap ter 5

Concluding Remarks

5.1

Sum m ary o f C ontributions

The main concern of this work has been to address some practical issues in wireless commu
nication systems and to propose efficient receiver structures to combat different impairments
th a t communication systems can face in practice. We have addressed some of these issues
both in single-user and in multiuser environments; however, the focus has been on the
multiuser scenario.
In Chapter 2, we propose a receiver structure which is able to estimate the SNR without
using pilot symbols. Our proposed estim ator is able to estimate the SNR and improve the
estimation via iteration. In the first iteration an eigen-decomposition is performed on the
received signal. By separating the signal subspace from the noise subspace and choosing the
largest eigen-value of the noise subspace, an estimate for the variance of the noise is obtained.
For the first iteration we exploit the estimated variance in the Log-MAP equalization and
decoding algorithm. For later iterations, if the quality of the extrinsic information at the
output of the decoder improves, this information is utilized as an alternative to the original
subspace method to mitigate any mismatch between the actual SNR and the estimated
SNR at the receiver. A hypothesis testing criterion is introduced to decide whether or
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not this transition is beneficial in term s of the receiver performance. Simulation results
demonstrate identical performance with optimal algorithm even for very short block lengths.
Furthermore, the estimator performance in terms of the normalized bias is investigated and
it is shown th at our proposed method is unbiased. This is in contrast with the method
proposed in [55] where it demonstrates an error floor in terms of the estim ator bias by
increasing the SNR. We have also included the normalized root mean-square error (RMSE)
of the proposed estim ator and it is shown th a t the RMSE of the estimator is decreased as
the iteration proceeds.
Multiuser detection in the presence of unknown interference is considered in Chapter 3.
We first consider the scheme proposed in [73] and we mathematically show th a t the detec
tion algorithm does not provide robust performance in CDMA uplinks since the algorithm
fails to converge when the extrinsic information at the input of the multiuser detector is
large enough. We then propose a robust group blind multiuser detection scheme th at com
bines the concept of group-blind detection and turbo multiuser detection for asynchronous
CDMA systems. Specifically, it consists of two stages similar to those of [65] for recursive
systematic convolutionally encoded CDMA systems. The first stage consists of soft inter
ference cancellation and combined group blind MMSE filtering, whereas the second stage
consists of channel decoding. The combined group blind MMSE filtering tries to suppress
the interference from known users based on the signature waveforms and the channel char
acteristic of these users and to suppress the interference from other unknown users using
subspace-based blind methods. Simulation results show th a t this method preserves its ad
vantage in performance over the conventional turbo multiuser detection method even in the
case of high intercell interference. It is also shown th a t because of the exploitation of the
subspace method we can easily estimate the variance of the noise at the receiver; therefore,
the knowledge of SNR is not necessary at the receiver. Furthermore, based on the statistic
properties of the signal and the channel, we propose an estimation algorithm to estimate
the number of unknown users which is much faster, less complex and is able to provide the
number of unknown users in white and nonwhite noise environments with high probability.
Simulation results show that the proposed estimator is not sensitive to parameters such as
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SNR, over sampling factor, or processing gain.
In Chapter 4, we have proposed an iterative receiver th at performs channel estimation
without using pilot symbols. We will do the channel estimation in conjunction with symbol
detection at each iteration. For the first iteration, we perform the blind channel estimation
procedure to estimate the channel. Since the blind channel estim ator has an arbitrary phase
ambiguity, we employ differential encoding and decoding [8 8 ]. We exploit the result of recent
research on the class of error correcting codes generated by the serial concatenation of a
recursive systematic convolutional (RSC) encoder, an interleaver and a differential encoder
[96]- [101] for each user. These codes are attractive because they combine the performance
gain of error correcting coding with the robustness of noncoherent demodulation [1 0 1 ].
In Appendix A, we have proposed a method to modify the Max-Log-MAP algorithm.
In term s of performance, the proposed algorithm has a very close performance to the LogMAP algorithm, even in high loss ISI channels where there is a wide gap between the
performance of the Max-Log-MAP algorithm compared to th a t of the Log-MAP algorithm.
In term s of implementation, the proposed algorithm is simply implementable using adders
and comparators. This is in contrast with the Log-MAP algorithm implementation in which
direct implementation is almost impossible, and using table lookup increases the area and
power while decreasing the overall speed.

5.2

Im pact and C onclusions

We first proposed an improved Max-Log-MAP algorithm for turbo decoding and turbo
equalization. The proposed algorithm utilizes the MacLaurin Series to expand the logarith
mic term in the Jacobian logarithmic function of the Log-MAP algorithm. This approach
is quite promising in terms of performance compared to the optimal Log-MAP algorithm
while its complexity is comparable with the suboptimal Max-Log-MAP algorithm. Simula
tion results demonstrate th at the proposed algorithm has a performance very close to the
Log-MAP algorithm for turbo equalization over frequency selective channels. Furthermore,
it is shown than even in a high loss inter-symbol interference (ISI) channel, the proposed
algorithm preserves its performance close to th at of the Log-Map algorithm while there is
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a wide gap between the performance of the Log-MAP and Max Log-MAP turbo equalizers.
The only drawback to the proposed algorithm is its sensitivity to signal to noise ratio.
While the Max-Log-MAP algorithm, as shown in our work, is insensitive to any mismatch
between the actual SNR and the estimated SNR at the receiver, the Log-MAP algorithm
as well as th e proposed algorithm shows substantial sensitivity to the mismatch which
inevitably degrades the performance of the system.Therfore, the SNR estimation is crucial
in equalization and decoding based on the maximum a posteriori algorithm. Any mismatch
between the estimated SNR and the actual SNR may substantially degrade the performance
of the system. In practice, different approaches based on known pilot symbols or unknown
d ata symbols are proposed to estimate the SNR. The hard or soft decision of the output of
the decoder is then utilized to obtain a long sequence of virtual pilot symbols to estimate
the SNR. Due to the fact th at the output of the decoder is not error free, a correction of
the estimated SNR may be required. All the existing methods in the literature are based
on an exhaustive search. Unfortunately, the amount of bias depends on the coding rate,
the frame length, the employed modulation scheme and the constraint length of the code.
This is not a practical approach for new technologies such as CDMA high speed downlink
packet access (HSDPA) where any of the above parameters might change depending on
the various parameters of the channel or the user requirements. The significance of our
proposed method lies in the fact th a t we were able to derive an analytical closed form
solution th at can replace the exhaustive search method. The simulation results confirm our
expectation, and the amount of bias asymptotically becomes zero as the iteration proceeds.
The proposed receiver is able to estimate the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and to improve
the estimation via iteration. Initially a subspace-based method is exploited to estimate
the SNR. During the iterative process of equalization and decoding if the quality of the a
posteriori information at the output of the decoder improves, it is possible to utilize this
information as an alternative to the original subspace method to mitigate any mismatch
between the actual SNR and the estimated SNR at the receiver.

A hypothesis testing

criterion is introduced to decide whether or not this transition is beneficial in terms of the
receiver performance. Simulation results demonstrate th at the proposed receiver structure
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is able to yield a performance similar to th at of the known SNR at the receiver.
We have then considered multiuser scenarios. Specifically, the direct-sequence code
division multiple-access (DS-CDMA) is taken into consideration. A turbo receiver structure
is proposed for the uplink of coded CDMA systems in the presence of unknown interference.
The proposed receiver consists of a first stage th a t performs soft interference cancellation
and group-blind linear minimum mean-square-error (MMSE) filtering, followed by a sec
ond stage th at performs channel decoding. The proposed group-blind linear MMSE filter
suppresses the residual multiple-access interference (MAI) from known users based on the
spreading sequences and the channel characteristics of these users, while suppressing the
interference from other unknown users using a subspace-based blind method. The proposed
receiver is suitable for suppressing inter-cell interference in heavily loaded CDMA systems.
A novel estimator is also proposed to estimate the number of unknown users in the sys
tem by exploiting the statistical properties of the received signal, since the knowledge of
the number of unknown users is crucial for the proposed receiver structure. Simulation
results demonstrate th a t the proposed estimator can provide the number of unknown users
precisely, and also the proposed group-blind receiver integrated with the new estimator
can significantly outperform the conventional turbo multiuser detector in the presence of
inter-cell interference. Furthermore, we proposed a receiver structure th a t performs joint
iterative multiuser detection and channel estimation for the uplink of differentially coded
asynchronous CDMA systems in unknown m ultipath channels without using pilot symbols.
This approach considerably increases the bandwidth efficiency and hence the throughput of
the system without sacrificing the performance. This is an interesting result because before
this work it has been always assumed th at blind channel estimators cannot be employed in
coded CDMA systems due to their poor performance in low signal to noise ratio (SNR). In
this work we demonstrated th at if the process of channel estimation is integrated to the iter
ative process of multiuser detection and channel decoding, the system performance could be
substantially improved. Additionally, we introduced a powerful concatenation of recursive
systematic convolutional encoder and differential encoder for each user at the transm itter
side, and a turbo style decoding at the receiver side. The combination of these two inno
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vative approaches resulted in a receiver performance in terms of bit error rate (BER) th at
approaches th at of the single-user bound at high SNR. Specifically, the proposed receiver
consists of two stages. The first stage performs channel estimation, soft interference can
cellation and soft-in-soft-out (SISO) multiuser filtering, and the second stage consists of a
bank of serially concatenated single-user channel decoders and differential decoders. The
single user iterative decoder for each user consists of a powerful combination of a recursive
systematic convolutional (RSC) decoder with a differential decoder, working together in an
iterative fashion.
In term s of channel estimation for the first iteration, the m ultipath channel is estimated
blindly by exploiting the orthogonality between the signal and noise subspaces. For later
iterations the channel is estimated using the soft estimates of the coded bits of each user
provided by single user iterative decoders in conjunction with the output of the multiuser
detector.

By exchanging soft information between different stages, the receiver perfor

mance is improved through the iteration process. Simulation results demonstrate th at the
performance of the proposed iterative multiuser detector with integrated channel estimator
approaches the single-user bound at high SNR.

5.3

Future W orks

The results of this thesis can serve as the basis for the following further research:
• Joint channel estimation and turbo equalization: In Chapter 2, we have assumed th at
the channel coefficients are known to the receiver. Since in a practical system, the
system is unkown, it is very im portant th a t the proposed method in Chapter 2 , which
jointly performs turbo equalization and SNR estimation, has to be integrated with a
channel estimator to estimate the coefficients of the m utipath channel.
• Long-code DS-CDMA systems: one of the key features of the next-generation CDMAbased wireless networks standards is the adoption of long (aperiodic) spreading codes.
The use of long codes ensures th a t all the users achieve on the average the same perfor
mance, thus avoiding the unpleasant situation th a t in an asynchronous environment
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two or more users have highly correlated signature waveforms for several bit inter
vals. On the other hand, long codes destroy some of the bit-interval cyclostationarity
properties of the CDMA signals and, thus, make ineffective many of the advanced sig
nal processing techniques th a t have been developed for blind multiuser detection and
adaptive channel estimation in short-code (periodic) DS-CDMA systems. In Chapter
3, we have employed periodic spreading sequences and employed a subspace-based
blind method to remove the interference from unknown users. The extension of this
method to include the aperiodic spreading sequences poses new challenges and is novel
and largely unexplored research topic.
• Hybrid Channel Estimation: In Chapter 4, we have employed a blind channel estima
tor in order to estimate the channel. It has been shown th at the proposed algorithm
performs well for a moderate frame length. Whereas, for a small frame length this
type of channel estim ator does not perform very well. Since in a practical system, a
frame usually consists of both pilot and data symbols, one possible approach for mak
ing the receiver more suitable for small frame lengths is to develop a hybrid channel
estimation scheme th at employs both a limited number of pilots and data symbols.
• Group-blind multiuser detection with integrated channel estimation: The combination
of the group blind receiver proposed in Chapter 3 with the channel estimation scheme
proposed in Chapter 4 is an interesting topic.
• Near-Far Problem: In Chapter 4, we have assumed a perfect power control scheme is in
place; therefore, all users signals arrive at the receiver with equal power. Generalizing
the method to include a near-far situation is an interesting research topic.
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An Improved M ax-Log-M AP Algorithm
fo r Turbo Decoding and Turbo
Equalization

In this chapter we propose an improved Max-Log-MAP algorithm for turbo decoding and
turbo equalization. The proposed algorithm utilizes the MacLaurin Series to expand the
logarithmic term in the Jacobian logarithmic function of the Log-MAP algorithm.
In term s of complexity the proposed algorithm can easily be implemented by means
of adders and comparators as this is the case for the Max-Log-MAP algorithm.

Also,

simulation results show th at the proposed algorithm has performance very close to the
Log-MAP algorithm for both turbo decoding over additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN)
channels and turbo equalization over frequency selective channels. Further it is shown than
even in a high loss intersymbol interference (ISI) channel, the proposed algorithm preserves
its performance close to th at of the Log-Map algorithm while there is a wide gap between
the performance of the Log-MAP and Max Log-MAP turbo equalizers.
This chapter is organized as follows. After reviewing the turbo decoding and turbo
detection schemes in Section A .l, the Log-MAP and the Max-Log-MAP algorithms are
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presented in Section A.2. The proposed method is presented in Section A.3. In section
A.4 we compare the performance of the proposed algorithm among the Log-MAP and
the Max-Log-MAP turbo decoders and turbo equalizers.
implementation block diagrams for this algorithm.

Section A.5 provides detailed

Finally, summary of this chapter is

given in Section A. 6 .
Throughout this chapter, Binary phase shift keying (BPSK) modulation is considered,
and it is assumed th a t in the case of ISI channel, the channel coefficients are known at the
receiver.

A .l

Turbo Principles

We briefly review the concepts of turbo decoding and turbo equalization. Detailed explana
tions are given in [2], [12] and [13] for turbo decoding and in [4] - [7] for turbo equalization.

A. 1.1

Turbo Decoder

At the transm itter the information bits u* first are encoded through the parallel concate
nation of two recursive systematic (RSC) codes. It is possible to increase the rate of the
overall code by puncturing parity bits in a suitable pattern [2]. In case of turbo decoding,
we assume the codes are transm itted over an AWGN, binary input, memory less channel
and the rate of the code is equal to 1/2. Corresponding to each data bit u*, two bits
and x^

2

are transm itted, where Xkt\ is equal to the information bit

and x^

2

is equal to

the parity of one of the component encoders.
A turbo decoder as shown in Fig.A.l consists of two component decoders th at both
employ the MAP algorithm to compute a posteriori probabilities for information bits, using
the trellis structure of encoder as it has been described in [1]. The decoding procedure
starts by assuming a priori log likelihood ratios (also called L-values) of information bits
for Decoder 1, Lp^ l(u ), are equal to zero. Observing scaled output of the channel values
L cy, Decoder1 evaluates the a posteriori L-values of information bits. By subtracting
the scaled channel values and the a priori L-values from output a posteriori L-values, the
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Figure A.l: Turbo decoder
extrinsic information L e£ [{u') is obtained. This extrinsic information is interleaved using
the same interleaver pattern in the encoder, and is passed to Decoder2 as the a priori

re

values LP
q 2 (u')- Analogous to the first decoder, the second decoder also computes the new
a posteriori likelihood ratios,

{u>) using updated a priori densities and scaled output of

the channel values. The extrinsic information is determined, exactly in the same way and
is fedback to the Decoderl after passing through the deinterleaver. The decoding algorithm
proceeds iteratively until the condition of a predetermined number of iterations is satisfied.
The output a posteriori L-values of decoderS L p^ (u) are sent to a decision device and the
process is terminated.

A. 1.2

Turbo Equalizer

In case of turbo equalization the information bits u * are encoded by an RSC encoder and
are interleaved before transmission over an ISI channel. The transm itter filter, the impulse
response of the channel and whitening match filter of the receiver can be regarded as a
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finite impulse response (FIR) filter [14] [15]. If the channel coefficients are known at the
receiver, the channel can be decoded using the MAP symbol estimator. In this manner the
encoder and the channel form serially concatenated codes which can be decoded using the
turbo scheme shown in Fig.A.2.
The SISO equalizer observes channel values y and then it provides a posteriori proba
bility L-values LP
g S(x) for all coded bits using the a priori information LP
g l (x). For the first
iteration we assume LP
g l (x) to be zero. The extrinsic information L eg l {x) is obtained by
subtracting the a priori probabilities from the a posteriori L-values. After deinterleaving,
the extrinsic information is passed to the SISO decoder as priori L-values Lp^ \ x ') . The
decoder does not have access to the channel values. The decoder provides a posteriori Lvalues for both the information bits and parity bits L ^ s(x') using the a priori probabilities
provided by the SISO equalizer. Again, the extrinsic information L ep t {x') is formed after
eliminating the effect of a priori L-values. After interleaving, this extrinsic information is
delivered to the SISO equalizer as the a priori L-values. The iterative equalization and
decoding proceed until the condition of a certain number of iterations is satisfied. At this
point the a posteriori L-values of the information bits, a t the output of the decoder

LP
q S ( u ),

are sent to a decision device and the process is terminated.

A .2

O ptim um and Suboptim um M A P A lgorithm s
for Equalization and D ecodin g

We consider the RSC encoder and tapped delay line model of channel for equalization and
decoding. Given a binary input alphabet

{ — 1 ,1},

the encoder (or the channel) can be in

one of 2m states corresponding to different contents of encoder (or channel) memories. The
trellis structure is exploited to compute the a posteriori L-values:
ly )
L(x)k) = log— ---------- —- = log
P ( x k = - l|y )
,

F(xjfc =

E

P{s' , s , y)

(s',s),x ,,= i

—------- —-------,
E
P(s',s,y)

(A.l)

(s',s),xk = - 1

where s' and s represent the states of the encoder (or channel) at time k — 1 and k and y
is the received sequence of length N respectively. Dividing the received sequence into three
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Figure A.2: Turbo Equalizer
separate term s and applying the chain rule we get:
P ( s ' , s , y ) = p ( s ' , y i , . . . ,y k- i ) . p { s , y k\s').p(yk+1, . . . , y N \s).

(A.2)

This results in decomposition of the numerator and the denominator of equation (A.l) into
three term s th at can be evaluated recursively, using the forward/backward algorithm.
<**(«')

= P (s ',y i,...,y k -i)

(A.3)

Pk+i{s)

= p ( y k+ i , . . . , y N \ s )

(A.4)

= p ( s , y k \s'),

(A.5)

7

k( s' , s)

where a k+i(s) and f3k(sr) for both the MAP equalizer and the MAP decoder can be com
puted through the following forward and backward recursions [1 ]:
afc+i(s) =
Pk(s')

=

£ a k(s')yk(s',s)
s'

(A.6)

J 2 p k+i(s )y k(s',s),

(A.7)
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with boundary conditions ao( 0 ) = l, c*o(to) = 0 for m ^
However,

0;

and /?;v(0 ) = l, PN{m )=Q for m ^

0.

the calculation of 7 k(s',s) in (A.5) for the equalizer and the decoder will be

different. According to (A.5)
7

k(s',s) = p (s,r/* |s/) =

p (j/* |s',s)P (s|s')

=

p (yk \s',s)P (x k),

(A.8 )

whenever there is a path on trellis between states s' and s; otherwise, 7 k (s',s) will be zero.
For the decoder, (A.8 ) can be obtained as follows, [4j:
7 k (s \

^ 1
1
s) = e x p (]P - x k<vL {xkyV) + - u kL{uk)).

(A.9)

V = 1

In the case of the turbo decoding over AWGN channel without ISI, L (x k<v) is equal to
Lc-Vk.v = ^Q-Vk,v, while in the case of the turbo equalization L (x kiV) is the extrinsic LLR
from equalizer at the input of the decoder, and L (u k) is the a priori information for the
information bit u k.
For the equalizer (A.8 ) can be obtained as follows, [4]:
1

M _1

1

l k ( s ',s ) = e x p ( - ^ j - |t / i - ^ 2 giXk_i\2 + ~ x kL (x k)),
ach
i=o

(A.10)

where a 2h — No/2, is the variance of the noise and M denotes the memory length of the
channel. yk is the symbol value received at time k,

values correspond to the channel

coefficients, and L (x k) is the a priori information for the coded bit x k.
The Log-MAP algorithm introduced in [52] evaluates Ofc_1 (s/), (3k (s) and

7 ^(s',

s) in

logarithmic terms using the Jacobian logarithmic function. Using this approach the for
ward/backward recursion in (A.6 ) and (A.7) will change to,
a k(s)

=

m ax (a* -i(s') + % ( s , s))

(A .ll)

A - i ( s ')

=

m a x ^ s ) + 7 * (s',s)),

(A.12)

where
m ax (z i, 2 2) = m ax(z 1 ,z 2) + log(l + e x p ( - | 2:1 - z21))

(A.13)
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and djt(s), /j*(s) and 7 k(s', s) represent the logarithmic values of a* (s), Pk(s) and 7 k( s \ s )
respectively.

Finally, the soft output maximum a posteriori log likelihood ratio of the

decoder can be determined as follows:
L (x k) =

"max
(s',s),Xk= 1

( ak-\ (s' ) + 7 k (s',s)+ j3 k( s ) ) -

'm ax

( ak-i (s' ) + 7 *(s', s) + 0 k(s)),

(s',s),Xk=-l

(A.14)
the max operation in the first and second part of equation (A.14) applied only to those
existing transitions in the trellis structure where the coded bit Xk is

1

or

-1

respectively.

The Max-Log-MAP algorithm in [53] is obtained, by omitting the logarithmic part of
equation (A.13). Using this approximation, the Max-Log-MAP algorithm is suboptimal
and gives an inferior performance compared to th at of the Log-MAP algorithm. In the
next section we introduce a new approximation for the Log-MAP algorithm th a t provides
a solution to a number of difficulties th a t Log-MAP algorithm introduces in practice.

A .3

Im proved M ax-L og-M A P Algorithm : T he L og-M A P E x
tension

On the one hand evaluation of theLog-MAP algorithm by exploiting the Jacobian logarith
mic function in (A.13) results in high complexity. On the other hand, saving the results of
log(l + exp(—\z\ — 2 2 1)) in a lookup table would introduce a quantization error caused by
truncation of the input of the lookup table (this truncation is necessary because otherwise
the size of the lookup table becomes extremely large and the implementation is infeasible).
Another problem with the Log-MAP algorithm is th at multiple lookup tables are required
for a wide range of operating signal to noise ratios, thus increasing hardware cost. More
over in order to evaluate each maximum a posteriori L-value at the output of the equalizer
or the decoder, correction terms should be added to the intermediate results from lookup
tables recursively. Reading data from these tables is a time consuming process and thus
it is not desirable; however, high speed adders and comparators can be implemented effec
tively thereby reducing power, area and increasing the overall speed which desperately is
needed by communication systems. It should be noted that the logarithmic term of equa
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tion (A.13) is effective when |zi — Z2 | is around zero, otherwise the effect of this term is
negligible. Therefore MacLaurin Series expansion is employed to describe the logarithmic
term around zero. By neglecting orders greater than one we come up with:
log(l T e x p (-ar)) « log2 -

(A.15)

since the logarithmic term of equation (A. 13) is always greater than zero, we rewrite equa
tion (A.13) using (A.15) as follows,
m ax(zi,z2) ~ m ax(zi,Z 2 ) + max(0, log2 - ^ |z i - Z2 Q.

(A.16)

Equation (A.16) can be easily implemented using comparators, adders and a shift register.
It can be shown th at the expression log(expzi + expz 2 + . .. + expzn) can be computed
recursively. It is evident th a t the complexity of the proposed algorithm is much lower than
the Log-MAP algorithm. In the next section we will show th at the performance of the
proposed algorithm is very close to the Log-MAP algorithm.

A .4

Sim ulation results

The performance results for turbo decoding and turbo equalization are shown in Fig.A.3 to
A.5. A recursive systematic encoder with two memories and the generator m atrix g = [1, |]
is employed. For turbo code over AWGN channel we considered block length of N=1024
bits, while for turbo equalization over ISI channels two different block lengths N=250 and
N=2048 are employed.

For turbo detection it is assumed th a t data is transm itted over

two different time invariant channels B and C with tap coefficients B = {.407, .815, .407}
and C = (.227, .460, .6 8 8 , .460, .227} corresponding to moderate and high loss channels [15]
respectively.

From these figures it is evident th at for turbo decoding over the AWGN

channel and turbo detection over moderate loss channel B the Max-Log-MAP algorithm
has close performance to the Log-MAP algorithm and the proposed method; however, in
the high loss channel the proposed method outperforms the Max-Log-MAP algorithm by a
factor of about ldB gain in the low bit error rate region. Also in all considered channels
the proposed method has very close performance to the Log-MAP algorithm.
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Figure A.3: Turbo decoding Performance, N=1024, No. of Iteration=5, AWGN Channel
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A .5

D esign A rchitecture

The block diagram in Fig.A .6 shows the node metric calculation units. In this figure Sj
refers to the state j at time k, while s' and s" refer to those pervious states at time A: —1
which enter to the state Sj at time k. The delay elements shown by “D” in this figure are
employed in order to provide the node metric values at time k — 1. The values of a*(s),
in this figure are computed for a turbo decoder (or a turbo equalizer) with n different
states using equation (A.11). It should be noted th at /dfc(s) is determined using the same
structure in backward recursion. As is evident from this figure, node metrics are computed
in parallel. Fig.A.7 shows the detailed architecture of each block in Fig.A.6 . It is evident
from this figure th at th e implementation of the additional part in (A.16) in this method
is very simple and needs a smaller chip area size compared to the additional part in the
Log-MAP algorithm in (A. 13) th a t needs multiple look-up tables for a wide range of SNRs,
which increases the chip area and consequently the implementation cost.

A .6

Sum m ary

A novel implementation of the Log-MAP algorithm has been proposed which results in
almost equivalent performance to the optimum algorithm and avoids implementation diffi
culties. The performance of the proposed method is compared with th at of the Log-MAP
and the Max-Log-MAP algorithms and it is shown that the proposed method has obvious
advantages over the Max Log-MAP algorithm, especially where turbo detection over high
loss channels is considered. The difference between the proposed method and the Log-MAP
algorithm is that the proposed algorithm exploits the MacLaurin Series expansion instead
of the logarithmic term in the Jacobian logarithmic function. This replacement enables
the direct implementation of the Jacobian logarithmic function employing adders and com
parators. As is apparent from the simulation results the proposed method is particularly
attractive for turbo detection over high loss ISI channels, since in this challenging appli
cation we need to maintain the simplicity of the Max-log-MAP algorithm (because of the
overall complexity of the system ), yet manage not to compromise the performance.
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A p p e n d ix B

P roof o f (3.3)

As shown in Fig. 3.1, in order to convert the continous-time received signal r(t) into a
discrete-time signal at the receiver, r(t) is passed through a matched filter with impulse
response g(t), 0 < t <

and its output is sampled every Tc/p seconds. The output of the

matched filter is

/

OO

r{r)g{t - r)d r,
-OO

=^WvLr/{TmT~t+T),iT'
which follows because g{t) =

— t),

0

< t <

( B ' 1 )

and zero otherwise.

Now, if we sample the output of the filter at t = iT + (q + l ) ^ f , we obtain
1
/,ir+(9+1)yf
T
rq¥\ = y(fy\t=iT+(q+i)^ = —?W /
T
r{T)ip{T - {iT + q -p ))d r
W

for i = 0,

•

••
K

rg\i}

= k=lm=0
^EE
1
X

—=

V -O 'P

M -l

’ P

P JiT+ q^

V

, M —1and q = 0, • •
1

N- 1

• , P —1. Substituting (3.1)into (B.2) gives

L

E s‘1j']E»«
ViV j'=0
1=1

fiT + (q + 1 ) ^
/

(B.2)

P

rp

ip{T - m T - Tltk - j 'T c M r - i T - q— )dr + a n g[z],(B.3)

JiT+qlf

P
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r iT + (q + l ) ? c

where n q[i\ =

/ iT+?Sl

Pn(r)V»(r - iT - q ^ ) d r .

Operating a change of variable

rS

=

k= \n= i-M + l

1

X

t = t

— iT —

dk\i ~ n } ~ m
v N

turns (B.3) into the following:

X!
**[?'] l = l
,,= Q

f Tc/ P

T r

/ Ip {t)ip (t-{r l k - n T p j ' T c - q — ))dt + a n q[i],
V ^ p -/o
P

(B.4)

— r= =

where the substitution n = i —m has also been employed.
The integral (B.4) is nonzero only when ip(t) and tp(t — (77^ —n T + j'T c —

overlap

on [0,Tc/p]. Since ip(t) = 0 outside of the interval 0 < t < Tc, the integral isnonzero for
- T e < n,k ~ n T + j'T c -

9^

< ^ ,

V

(B.5)

P

or
f T c + rt k — q— —— < n T < T C+ j 'T c + r,,fc - 9 - .
V P
V
The upper bound of n is obtained when j ' = N —1,
bound can be obtained when j 1 = 0,
values of j 1,

77^

77* =

0, and q = P

77ik
—

= lT , and

9

(B.6 )
= 0, while the lower

1. Substituting the corresponding

and q into (B.6 ) yields
- T < n T < { i + 1)T.

Using (B.7), it can be concluded th a t the signals in the integral above
n = 0, • • • ,i, since

(B.7)
overlap only for

n is a positive integer. Then (B.4) can be rewritten asfollows:
K

I

J

N- 1

L

j'= 0

(= 1

r„\i
Jt= ln = 0

—

£"p J o

^ ^

- {ntk - n T + j'T c - q— ))dt + <rnq[i\,
V

(B.8 )

which agrees with the result given in (3.3).
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